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Abstract
First principles calculations, using the  density-functional theory and particularly the 
local density approxim ation (LDA), have achieved remarkable success in studying 
the properties of solid s ta te  systems. Although the basic results of these calcula­
tions are the  electronic structures (eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, etc.) and the  to tal 
energy of ground state , m any other related physical properties can be deduced from 
them  by investigating their response under external perturbations. Using the  lin­
ear response m ethod w ith linearized-augmented-plane-wave (LAPW ) basis, we have 
calculated lattice dynam ical properties of im portant semiconductors CuCl, SiC and 
ferroelectric KNbC>3 . CuCl is known to  exhibit large anharm onic effects and possibly 
a complicated multi-well Born Oppenheimer surface reminiscent of the instabilities 
in perovskite ferroelectrics and the high-tem perature cuprate superconductors. How­
ever, we have determ ined its phonon dispersion from first-principles calculations and 
find it to  be in good agreement w ith the low tem perature experim ental results. For 
zincblende SiC, the calculated phonon dispersions, Griinensen’s param eters, dielec­
tric  constant, Born effective charge, elastic constants, and th e  equation of sta te  agree 
very well w ith the available experim ental data. Additionally, we find th a t its dielectric 
constant decreases w ith pressure and Born effective charge increases w ith pressure up 
to  80 G Pa w ithout any saturation, calling into question th e  recent in terpretation of 
experim ental results to  the contrary. Our calculations for KNbOa find unusually large 
Born effective charges on Nb and 0  th a t originate from th e  strong covalent interac­
tions between Nb 4d and 0  2p orbitals. The Born effective charges and dielectric 
tensors are found to  change up to  2 0 % from the  cubic structure to  the rhombohe­
dral structure, dem onstrating th a t the polarizability of th e  perovskite ferroelectrics 
is very sensitive to th e  small atom ic displacements involved in the  transitions. The 
phonon modes for the  cubic and rhombohedral structures are also calculated and 
their implications are discussed.
FIRST PRINCIPLES LINEAR RESPONSE  
CALCULATIONS OF LATTICE DYNAMICS
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Density functional theory within the local density approximation (LDA) has 
been remarkably successful in investigating molecules, surfaces and solid sta te  systems 
[1-3]. It has become a  powerful theoretical tool for studying structural and vibrational 
properties of real m aterials, determ ining the la ttice constants, bulk modulus, cohesive 
energy, elastic constants, phonon frequence, equilibrium atomic configurations, etc. 
The basic idea of density functional theory is th a t [4,5], th e  ground state  to ta l energy 
of a system of interacting electrons in an external potential is a m inim um  w ith respect 
to variations in the electron density p(r). Expressing p(r) in term s of wavefunctions of 
fictitious non-interacting electrons V’i(r) and minimizing th e  to tal energy of a system 
with respect to them , we get the  Kohn-Sham equations [5] (atomic units are assumed
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in the  whole dissertation unless otherwise stated):
( - V 2  +  V ' , M  -  e , W )  =  0, (1.1)
where the charge density is given by
*>(r) =  £ l V ’<(r ) |2 > (1-2)
t
and where i goes over the occupied states. The effective potential consists of three 
contributions, an external potential term , a haxtree term  and an exchange-correlation 
term  for which we use local density approximation [5] ,
y«//(r) =  Vext(r) +  J  dr +  M O -  (1-3)
Eq. (1.1) and Eq. (1.2) m ust be solved self-consistently. The variational m ethod is 
usually used to  solve Eq. (1.1). The variational trial function ipi(r)  is expanded with 
a basis set,
<M 0 =  £ < ^ ( 0  (1.4)
j
where <f>j(r) axe the basis functions and Cij are the expansion coefficients, which are 
the only variables in the problem when the basis functions are chosen. Since the  to tal 
energy in density functional theory is variational, the  problem of solving th e  self- 
consistent Eq. (1.1) and Eq. (1.2) amounts to determining the expansion coefficients 
Cij for the  occupied states th a t minimize the to tal energy, which is accomplished 
by solving the m atrix  eigenvalue equations. W ith no free param eters th a t axe fit 
to experim ental data, such calculations axe often referred to  as first principles or ab 
initio calculations. Although the basic results obtained from this kind of calculation
4are the electronic structures (eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, etc.) and the  to tal energy 
of the ground state, many other related properties can be deduced from them  by 
investigating their response under external perturbations. For example, w ithin the 
Born-Oppenheimer approxim ation, we can determ ine the la ttice dynam ical properties 
of a system by superimposing a  frozen-in phonon distortion on the  periodic crystal 
and studying the electronic response. Basically, there axe two methods currently in 
use to  deal w ith external perturbations in periodic systems.
The first one, called the supercell or direct m ethod [6 ], is com putationally 
straightforward, and uses a larger cell to  simulate the phonon-like perturbation. This 
method requires the  perturbation wavevector to  be com mensurate w ith the recipro­
cal basis vectors of the crystal. Because the perturbed system  is trea ted  on the same 
footing as the unperturbed one, no modification is needed in  the algorithm  and hence 
the com puter code. The response to the external perturbation is obtained by com­
paring the properties of the two systems. The advantage of this m ethod is th a t both 
linear and nonlinear effects can be studied; the linear effects, which are not directly 
accessible, are usually extracted by some interpolation scheme. However, the use of a 
supercell increases the  com putational burden significantly. Using the  conventional di- 
agonalization techniques, the com putational complexity scales as Nj?aaia, where 
is the  num ber of basis functions in the  variational wave-function expansion in the 
supercell. This unfavorable scaling restricts this m ethod to  the calculations of those 
perturbations of highest sym m etry and wavevectors tha t are not too small. An in­
terpolation m ethod based on calculated interplanar force constants can be used to 
obtain the phonon dispersions. By displacing entire planes of atom s the interplanar
force constants and hence th e  dispersion relations for th e  corresponding directions 
in the  phonon Brillouin zone (BZ) can be obtained [7]. Because the planar force 
constants are linear combinations of the elements of the force constant m atrix, the 
la tter ones may be obtained from a limited set of planar force constants. Wei and 
Chou [8,9] have fitted real space force constants to calculated interplanar results for 
Si and Ge using the supercell method, and have m apped out the  phonon dispersions 
throughout the  Brillouin zone w ith the real space force constants. Recently, Prank 
et al. [10] calculated the phonon dispersions of alkali m etals (Li, Na, K) with the 
same idea. The num ber of nearest-neighbor force constants th a t can be determ ined is 
directly dependent on the size of the supercell, and the approach is useful for systems 
with force constants th a t decay rapidly with the distance. Long-wavelength perturba­
tions such as longitudinal phonons and macroscopic electric fields have been treated  
in simple semiconductors [6 ,11,12] using large supercells w ith the  direct m ethod. A 
macroscopic electric field cannot be directly taken into account in traditional calcu­
lations because the Born-von K arm an periodic boundary conditions forbid non-zero 
macroscopic fields. The effect of macroscopic electric field can only be determ ined by 
extrapolating from investigations in the limit of long wavelengths or small q. McKit- 
terick [12] calculated the macroscopic dielectric tensor, Born effective charges and 
piezoelectric constant for GaAs at several finite wavevectors for GaAs and extrapo­
lated the results to zero wavevector. However, the use of large supercells puts severe 
lim itations on the applicability of this method to complex systems.
The second m ethod is based on linear response theory, which describes the 
effects th a t are linearly dependent on the external perturbations. The fact th a t
only linear effects are accessible in this m ethod is not inconvenient in many cases, 
such as la ttice dynamics, where experimentally measured quantities can be exactly 
expressed in term s of linear response functions. There are two m ain schemes in prac­
tical calculations in this category. One is the dielectric m atrix  (DM) approach [13]. It 
calculates the  dielectric screening in which atom ic displacements axe treated  as per­
turbations. For the first-order perturbation, the  com putational effort is independent 
of the  wavevector q  of the perturbations, unlike the supercell method. The real lim­
itations for this approach are three-fold. F irst, the charge density and the potential 
are usually presented using a plane wave basis. O ther representations greatly com­
plicate the formalism. Planewaves, however, axe inefficient for treating systems with 
localized orbitals. Even for the simplest semiconductors, several hundreds of plane 
waves axe needed to get well converged results [14]. Secondly, it is ra ther difficult to 
take into account the effects of nonlocal pseudopotentials in this approach. B ut in 
modern planewave calculations, nonlocal pseudopotentials m ust be included to  en­
sure accurate results. Thirdly, there are two time-consuming steps in this approach 
tha t makes it com putationally unfavorable: the  inversion of DM and the cumbersome 
summations over conduction bands a t k  points in Brillouin zone.
A nother scheme based on the Sternheimer linear response theory for atomic 
polarizabilities [15,16] was introduced by Baroni et al. [17] to solid sta te  calculations. 
This m ethod has some of the  advantages of the  dielectric-matrix and the  supercell 
approaches yet avoids many of their drawbacks. The m ain features are as follows. 
The variational to ta l energy can be expanded in term s of perturbation strength A,
Etotai =  £ (0 V 0)] +  A F ^ V 0)] -(- A2 E (2 ) [p(1)] +  . . .  . (1.5)
Note th a t the second order change of to tal energy (or first order of force) is determ ined 
by the  first order change of charge density and orbitals. The “2 n + l” theorem  of 
the perturbation theory [18] indicates tha t even the third-order to tal energy can be 
determ ined from the  first order quantities. Minimizing the to ta l energy with respect 
to the  first order change of charge density yields a pair of equations analogous to 
Eq. (1.1) and Eq. (1.2) th a t should also be solved self-consistently:
-  e«o))0 p> =  - ( V # } ! /1* ] ) # 1, ( 1 .6 )
*>“ > =  (1-7)
t
where denotes the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.1), and is an unperturbed wave- 
function obtained in Eq. (1.1), and is the first order change in the wavefunction. 
The self-consistent response to  the external perturbations is obtained by iteration, 
which is how the charge density and potential are calculated in the direct m ethod. 
This also perm its the straightforward inclusion of nonlocal potentials and use of basis 
functions other than  planewaves. Furtherm ore, the linear m atrix  differential equa­
tion for the linear order wavefunction ^ j^ ( r )  is solved directly; no explicit conduction 
bands sum m ation for the charge density is involved. Only the projection operator 
onto the  conduction manifold is required, and this is easily constructed from a knowl­
edge of only valence states. The com putational complexity for the solution of the
linear m atrix  equations is com parable to  tha t for the eigenvalue equations of the per­
fect crystal N L i.  • As in the DM approach, the calculations can be performed 
for perturbations of any wavevectors and the com putational effort is independent of 
wavevector q, with only valence energy bands and wave functions of the unperturbed
crystal needed. Another advantage of the  Sternheimer m ethod linear response theory 
is th a t the  long wavelength lim it can be taken easily and the  macroscopic electric 
field is trea ted  [17,19-21] as efficiently as other perturbations.
The success of Sternheimer m ethod linear response theory is witnessed by an 
increasing num ber of such calculations and the renewed interest in lattice dynam ­
ics in recent years. The theory has been applied to  semiconductors, metals, oxides, 
ferroelectrics, surfaces, alloys, superlattices, etc. Now, such calculations are feasible 
for solids up to ten  atoms in the unit cell. Most of these calculations use pseudopo­
tentials coupled with plane waves basis set, [17,19,20,22-35] which simplifies the 
formalism and im plem entation. Unfortunately, plane wave basis is not efficient for 
the m aterials containing transition m etal atoms and first row atoms such as oxygen, 
since very many plane wave basis functions have to  be used for these atom s’ localized 
valence states. In contrast, the  linear muffin-tin orbital (LM TO) [36] and linearized 
augmented plane wave (LAPW ) [36-38] basis sets do not have this problem, and both  
have been implemented for the linear response calculations [21,39-48].
Physically, it is im portant to calculate phonon modes and interatom ic force 
constants from first principles methods because such calculations aid us in under­
standing a  wide range of interesting and fundamental phenom ena. For instance, 
despite a great deal of experim ental and theoretical effort to  understand the  ori­
gin of the  high-tem perature superconductivity in the layered cuprates, no consensus 
has ever been reached as to  the underlying mechanism th a t is responsible for this 
surprising phenomenon. [49] Nine years have passed since the discovery of high Tc 
superconductors in 1986 [50], with the true understanding of its origin seemingly
even more elusive. However, it would be fruitful and persuasive to  carry out the 
first principles calculations for the electron-phonon coupling, which is responsible for 
superconductivity in almost all previously known superconductors, and definitively 
assess if the electron-phonon coupling strength is large enough to  support such high 
transition tem perature (see Ref. [51] and references therein). For another instance, 
the first principles calculations of surface force constants can reveal their character­
istics, providing insight for the understanding of many distinctive properties such as 
reconstructions of atom s a t surface.
The first principles linear response calculations can be used to  determine 
phonon dispersions in the entire Brillouin zone accurately, from which other properties 
may be obtained, such as heat capacities, therm al expansion coefficients, and tem per­
ature dependence of the band gap, etc. The calculated phonon frequencies typically 
agree with experim ent w ithin a few percent. It is worth noting th a t the eigenvectors 
of phonon modes can also be calculated with the same reliability. Recently, Kulda et 
al. [52] conducted a complete inelastic neutron scattering study on phonon eigenvec­
tors and frequencies of Si, both of which are in good agreement w ith the predictions 
of ab initio calculations. On the other hand, the well established phenomenologi­
cal models for lattice dynamics have limited predictive power, since different models 
may give very different predictions for the amplitudes of the atomic displacements, 
though the calculated eigenfrequencies agree equally w ith experiments. [53]. How­
ever, the param eters entering these models are fitted to experiments. In recent years, 
there have been efforts to  combine reliable first principles calculations with efficient 
interpolation scheme provided by the empirical models. [54]
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In this dissertation, the lattice dynamics are investigated w ith first principles 
linear response calculations using LAPW  basis. In Chapter 2, the theoretical formal­
ism and m ain points are provided. Chapter 3, 4, and 5 are focused on the applications 
to semiconductors CuCl, SiC, and ferroelectrics KNbC>3 , respectively. C hapter 6  con­
cludes the whole thesis.
1.2 Local D ensity  Approxim ation
During the past three decades, density functional formalism has evolved as a 
conceptually and practically useful m ethod for studying the  ground sta te  properties 
of many-electron system. It is based on two theorems [4,5]: the complete many-body 
ground state wavefunction '5 of an electronic system is a unique functional $[p(r)] of 
the electronic charge density p(r); the to tal energy functional of the electronic system 
under the external potential is stationary with respect to  variation in the  charge 
density and assumes its minimum value at the true charge density. The to ta l energy 
of the system can be w ritten as
E[p] =  T[p) +  U\p] +  J  Vext(r)p(r)dr + E xc[p], ( 1 .8 )
where T[p] is the  kinetic energy of the  non-interacting electrons of density p(r); 
U[p] arises from the electron-electron Coulomb interaction or H artree energy; 14rt is 
the external potential, which includes the electron-nuclei interaction; and E xc[p] is 
the exchange-correlation energy, which is a universal functional and contains all of 
the many-body interactions not incorporated by the other term s. However the  exact 
functional form of E xc[p\ is unknown.
For an electron gas of uniform charge density, the exchange-correlation energy 
of the  ground state  is
E xc = J  p 0£xc(po)dr,  (1.9)
where £ xc(po)  is the ground sta te  energy for one electron from  exchange and correlation 
in an electron gas of uniform density po. For the inhomogeneous electron gas, Kohn 
and Sham [5] suggested th a t the  above exchange-correlation energy be analogously 
represented by
E xc = J  p(r)exc(p(r))dr, ( 1 .1 0 )
replacing the electron density constant po with the actual electron density p(r). This 
assumption is the well-known local density approxim ation (LDA) tha t has been used 
most widely in the density functional calculations. This approxim ation should be 
good for the  systems with sufficiently slowly and weakly varying charge densities in 
space. However, in practice, it appears to be be tte r than expected, reproducing m any 
measurable quantities satisfactorily even in atoms, solids, and a t surfaces where the 
charge densities vary rapidly. These quantities include th e  ground-state geometries, 
vibration and phonon frequencies, moments of the  density, etc.
The concept of exchange-correlation hole sheds light on understanding the 
success of LDA. The central question is how well the LDA represents the  exchange- 
correlation hole, i.e. the depletion of electron charge in the  vicinity of a particular 
electron due to  the Coulomb repulsion and the Pauli exclusion principle. Gunnarsson 
and Lundqvist [55] showed th a t the exchange-correlation energy, which is interpreted 
as interaction between an electron and its corresponding hole, is influenced by only
12
the spherical average of the hole, rather insensitive to th e  details of the hole shape. 
The fact th a t LDA involves a spherical hole does not incur any drawbacks. Addition­
ally, LDA satisfies the  sum rule, a requirement tha t the to ta l charge of the  hole be 
precisely |e |, resulting in a system atic cancellation of errors. Finally, the LDA hole is 
localized, and its size varies with the density in a physical way. These th ree features 
are responsible for the  fruitful applications of LDA to systems with charge densities 
tha t vary rapidly and strongly where LDA has little  formal justification.
There are quite a few prescriptions for exc(p) in Equation (10) in the  literature. 
For example, the W igner interpolation formula [56] has the  functional form:
/ \ ± (  nnoAme  0.949 +  8.905/9^  .£xc(p) = P3 —0.984745 --------------------- j—  . (1-11)
K 1 V (1 +  12.557p?)V
It aims to reproduce properly the high-density limit of electron gas d a ta  and the 
low-density W igner crystal energy. O ther widely used forms are proposed by: (a) 
Ceperley and Alder [57,58], param etrized by Perdew and Zunger [59]; (b) Hedin and 
Lundqvist [60], generalized by von B arth and Hedin [61] for spin-polarized systems; 
(c) Vosko et al. [62,63]; (d) Kohn et al. [5,64], so-called X a exchange-correlation 
potential, and so on .
Despite the apparent success in LDA calculations, one should bear in mind 
th a t density functional theory has been approximated. The exchange-correlation 
energy te rm  should be a functional of charge density, instead of a  functional of local 
charge density. Although we do not know its exact form, the exchange-correlation 
potential is undoubtedly nonlocal and extremely complicated. The use of a  local 
function for exchange-correlation potential greatly simplifies the  im plem entation of 
density functional theory and makes it tractable computationally. However, this
approximation is probably responsible for deficiencies in some cases. In fact there are 
still m any open problems associated with LDA.
It is well known th a t LDA calculations fail in understanding the magnetic prop­
erties and in predicting the insulating behavior for the nonmetallic, undoped parent 
insulators of cuprate high transitional tem perature superconductors [65]; LDA usually 
overestimates the dielectric constant for semiconductors and insulators by 10 ~  30% 
and predicts a relatively smaller lattice constant compared to  experiments, typically 
by 1-2%. However, it is not necessarily a failure of LDA to give too small band 
gaps for semiconductors and insulators compared directly with the photo-emission 
experiments. [1] The density functional theory is designed to  describe the  ground 
state properties. The difference of eigenvalues of the Kohn-Sham equation between 
the lowest unoccupied state  and the highest occupied sta te  cannot be interpreted as 
the minimum excitation energy observed in experiment. W ith  strong m otivation to 
understand its success and failure, people have been trying to  refine and extend LDA 
ever since its introduction.
It is straightforward to extend the above treatm ent to  spin-polarized systems. 
The density functional formalism shows tha t, at least in principle, one can determine 
the to ta l energy using a functional tha t depends on the density alone and not the 
spin densities. However, expressing the functional of to tal energy in term s of spin 
densities is convenient,
E = E[pi,pi]. ( 1.12)
The exchange-correlation energy is described by local spin-density approxim ation
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(LSDA),
Ex?DA = J  p(r)e*c[/>t(r),P4.(r)]dr. (1-13)
where e®cbt(r ))/5 4-(r )] *s the exchange-correlation energy for one particle in a  homo­
geneous, spin-polarized electron gas with spin-up and spin-down densities P t(r) and 
P4.(r), respectively; and where p(r) =  p t(r ) +  /?4,(r). One has to  write the  analo­
gous Kohn-Sham equations for each spin component of th e  electrons. Lundqvist and 
March [6 6 ] presented a  good discussion about these coupled equations, which contain 
spin-dependent exchange-correlation potentials. LSDA provides flexibility to  build 
in more of the actual physics into the approxim ate functionals. [55] It can describe 
the  bond breaking in molecules and simplify the description of open electron shells 
of atoms, thereby providing a basis for H und’s rules [67].
A natural a ttem p t to  improve LDA is the generalized gradient approxim ation 
(GGA). The basic idea of GGA is th a t incorporating the local gradient of density in 
exchange-correlation energy might improve the LDA. The £®c(/»(r)) in Equation (9) is 
replaced by exc(p(r), |V p(r)|). GGA obtains the correct m agnetic ground sta te  of Fe 
solid; also ground sta te  properties of light atoms, molecules, and solids composed of 
them  are improved substantially (see Ref. [2,68] and references therein). However the 
improvements should be taken with a grain of salt. For instance, the  lattice constants 
are overestim ated for some materials containing heavy elements; the  agreement with 
experim ent is even worse than  the LDA.
A nother a ttem p t to  improve LDA is the weighted density approxim ation (WDA) 
(see Ref. [69] and references therein) which includes th e  nonlocal effects through 
Coulomb integral of the  density with model exchange-correlation holes. It restores
such desirable features of exchange-correlation potential as an asym ptotical r - 1  be­
havior far away from atom s and a z~ x behavior of the potential outside solid sur­
face [69]. B ut there exist few WDA reports for solids because it increases the  com­
putational labor considerably compared with LDA or GGA. O ther attem pts going 
beyond LDA include self-interaction corrected approximations (see Ref. [70,71] and 
references therein) and those developed from wave-vector analysis of the exchange- 
correlation energy (see Ref [72,73] and references therein), etc.
Chapter 2
M ethodology
2.1 Linearized Augm ented Plane Wave (LAPW ) 
M ethod
The linearized augm ented planewave (LAPW ) m ethod, which evolved from 
the augm ented plane wave (APW ) method of Slater [74, 75], has proven to be a 
highly accurate tool for electronic structure calculations for real m aterials. The main 
feature of LAPW  m ethod is the use of dual representations for two physically different 
areas. Near the nucleus the  basis functions are numerical solutions to  the radial 
Schrodinger equation and its energy derivative. In the in terstitial area between the 
atoms, where the  wavefunctions and potentials are much smoother, the  basis functions 
are represented by plane waves. In this im portant region where chemical bonds form, 
plane waves provide an unbiased representations of the wavefunctions. In contrast to 
the conventional plane wave method, the LAPW  basis has no difficulty in treating
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m aterials containing localized orbitals, like transition m etals w ith d electrons and rare 
earth  elements with /  electrons. In the  full potential LAPW  calculations, no shape 
approximations are m ade for the potential or charge density, and relativistic effects 
axe easily included. The basis functions, potential, charge density, and to ta l energy 
in LAPW  m ethod have been excellently reviewed by Wei [76], Lu [77], and Singh [2]. 
The pseudopotential and force formalism in LAPW m ethod were reviewed by Yu, 
Singh and Krakauer [78]. Here only the  main points in each part axe mentioned, 
referring the  details to  the  above reviews. W hen necessary, th e  background for a 
specific topic is introduced briefly.
2.1.1 Basis Functions
The variational Bloch wavefunction of the  independent particle is expanded as 
V’n.k(r) =  C„k( G)<£k+G(r), (2.1)
G
where n is the energy band index, k  is the wavevector in Brillouin zone, G  refers to 
a reciprocal lattice vector, C'nk(G ) is the expansion coefficient, and <^k+G is a LAPW  
basis function.
The LDA to ta l energy, Eq. (1.8), is minimized with respection to the expansion 
coefficients CG(k) by solutions of secular equations:
E
G'
^ G G '(k ) — £ n (k )0 GG,(k ) C £ ,(  k ) =  0, (2.2)
where H GG>(k) and 0 GG'(k )  are the H am iltonian and overlap m atrix  emements, 
respectively,
° G G ' ( k ) =  ^ k + G ( r ) ^ k + G '(r )>»
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(2.4)
where H  =  —V 2 +  K //( r ) .
In the LAPW  m ethod, all space is divided into two regions: muffin-tin spheres 
which are centered a t each nucleus position and the in terstitial regions. The LAPW  
basis function is accordingly constructed as
<£k+G(r) =
^ j e ,(k+G),rj r  6 Interstitial
E l,n °!m(k  +  G )u i(E i,r i) +  6jm(k  +  G)uj(£7,',r<) Yimifi), r< < R i ,
(2.5)
where fI is the volume of a unit cell; r,- =  r  — R  — t,-, in which r,- is the position of 
the atom  in a unit cell, R  is a lattice vector, and Ri is th e  radius of the muffin-tin 
sphere of the  i-th  atom; 1, m  are the quantum  numbers of angular m om entum ; the 
coefficients a}m(k +  G ) and 6jm(k +  G ) are determined for each atom  by imposing 
continuity on the basis functions and their first radial derivatives a t the  surface of the 
muffin-tin spheres; u/(J5/,r,-) and tij(JS/,r,) are radial solutions to  the  Schrodinger (or 
Dirac) equation at fixed energy param eter E\ and its energy derivative, respectively. 
Obviously, unlike in the conventional plane wave m ethod, the  LAPW  basis functions 
depend on the  position of atoms. In the  nonrelativistic case, rq(r) is determ ined by 
the following differential equation at fixed Ei,
cP______
dr2 rdr
2 i  + i y + i )  +  K//(r)_ Bi u ,(r ) =  0, (2 .6)
and energy derivative ui(r) is determ ined by 
d2 , / ( / + 1 )
dr2 + Yef/(r) — Ei rui(r) =  ru /(r). (2.7)
In practical calculations, ti/(r) is chosen to  be normalized and orthogonal to 
ui(r) in the muffin-tin. The norm of u /(r), i.e. || uj ||, together w ith the difference 
between energy param eter and the band energy, gives an indication of how well the 
energy linearization approxim ation works. It will be a good approxim ation for most 
purposes if || ti/ || \Ei — e| <  1 [2,36]. W hen relativistic effects cannot be ignored, 
ui(r) and tii(r) are the  large component of the  radial solutions of the  j-weighted 
averaged Dirac equation [79]. Both large and small components are incorporated in 
constructing the charge density and evaluating the  Hamiltonian m atrix  elements. But 
the m atching requirements at the muffin-tin surface are enforced for only the large 
component and its derivative.
2.1.2 Potential
The potential in the Kohn-Sham equations is the combination of exchange- 
correlation term  and Coulomb terms. The Coulomb term s, i.e. the  sum of H artree 
potential and the electron-ion potential, is determined by the charge density via 
Poisson’s equation,
V V c(r) =  -47rp(r). (2.8)
Two steps are followed: first obtain the potential in the in terstitial region and then 
solve the  boundary condition problem inside the muffin-tin spheres. An efficient 
scheme proposed by W einert [80] is used to solve Poisson’s equation. The W einert 
scheme exploits the  fact th a t the Coulomb potential at an in terstitial point depends 
only on the in terstitial charge and the m ultiple moments of the charge inside spheres. 
Since the m ultiple moments cannot define a unique charge density, we can construct a
well-behaved smooth pseudocharge density (having the same m om ents) to  replace the 
rapidly varying real charge density inside the sphere, resulting in a rapidly convergent 
Fourier representation of the Coulomb potential in the in terstitial region.
In the LAPW  m ethod, the real charge density is represented as
/>(*■)
£ „ ^ ( r 0 ^ ( r «)> r « € sphere i
(2.9)
£ «  ps<£,(r,), r, G interstitial
where Ar/J(r,) axe the  lattice harmonics, which are the  linear combinations of spherical 
harmonics symmetrized by the point group of the  crystal, and r t- is the position 
relative to the location of nucleus i (same as th a t defined in the previous section 
of Basis Functions); </>»(r) are the 3-dimensional star functions, which axe the  plane 
waves symmetrized by the whole symmetry group of the crystal.
The pseudocharge density is defined as
p (r ) =  ] C ^ <M r ) +  £ A A ( r . ) ^ ( r , ) 0 f c )
a ip
=  E A A M ,  (2.10)
a
where 0 (rt) is the step function, which takes the value of one when the variable 
r< is w ithin the sphere i and takes zero otherwise; A/5j,(r,-) is chosen such th a t its 
m ultiple moments ,A qjm, are the difference between the original charge density and 
the extended in terstitial plane wave moments,
a ?;„ =  (2.11)
A polynomial form has been chosen to  represent th e  difference charge density 
for convenience,
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where Qtm is determ ined by Eq. (2.11); Nj is a convergence param eter and is chosen 
such th a t the  truncated  Fourier series for A/5 converges m ost rapidly for RiG mox, 
where G max is the m axim um  reciprocal lattice vector in the in terstitial representation 
of th e  charge density and Ri is the muffin-tin radius.
Then the Coulomb potential in the interstitial region (including the spherical 
surfaces) is readily obtained in term s of the Fourier coefficients pi, in Eq. (2.10),
=  (2-13)
a ^ a
The Coulomb potential inside the  muffin-tin spheres may be easily obtained [2,80] by 
the standard  Green’s function m ethod with the boundary conditions determ ined by 
Eq. (2.13).
For the exchange-correlation potential, the efficient complex fast Fourier trans­
form (C FFT) technique is used in the star expansion in the  in terstitial region; in the 
muffin-tin region a least squares fit procedure is used to get a la ttice harmonics ex­
pansion.
2.1.3 Charge Density
The charge density is constructed from the eigenvectors of the  occupied states 
of the Kohn-Sham equations,
p(r ) = l^»*(r ) |2rfk» (2-14)
where the  reciprocal space integration is over the first Brillouin zone. Taking into 
account the  sym m etry of the  lattice, we need consider only the irreducible wedge of 
the Brillouin zone. Practically, A:-point sampling is always used to  approxim ate the
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integration. The two commonly used methods are the te trahedron  m ethod [81,82] 
and the  special /c-point m ethod [83-85].
In the tetrahedron method, the Brillouin zone is partitioned into tetrahedrons 
and th e  band energy and wavefunctions are calculated at th e  points on th e  vertices. 
Weight is assigned to each band at each /c-point based on the volume of the  te trar 
hedron below Fermi surface for the sum m ation of charge density and to ta l energy. 
In the special k-point method, the summations are performed at special k  points 
with weights independent of band energy. These special points are set to optimize 
the convergence for smooth functions. For some cases where the bands intersect the 
Fermi surface, like in metals, artificial tem perature broading of the Fermi surface may 
be employed to  facilitate the convergence (see Ref. [86,87] and references therein). 
In this dissertation the special /c-point m ethod is used to  sample the  Brillouin zone 
integration.
The charge density constructed from /c-point samplings in the  irreducible BZ 
must be symmetrized w ith projection techniques using th e  la ttice harmonics and 3- 
dimensional star functions in muffin-tin spheres and in terstitial regions, respectively. 
In the process of achieving self-consistency, the input charge density for the  next 
iteration is a m ixture of the input and output charge densities of the previous iteration. 
Care should be taken to the choice of an appropriate mixing scheme to maximize the 
rate of convergence. [2]
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2.1.4 Total Energy
The to tal energy of a  system is one of the most fundam ental quantities in LDA 
calculations. The im portance of a scheme in which the to tal energy can be com puted 
with accuracy, efficiency, and numerical stability, can be appreciated by considering 
the cancellation between very large kinetic and potential energy contributions. This 
problem could be more severe in the all-electron calculations for heavier atom s (like 
the transition m etals and rare-earth elements) in which the  chemically inert core 
electrons make the dominant contribution to  the to tal energy.
Substituting the kinetic energy term  with the use of Kohn-Sham equation, we
can form ulate the to tal energy per unit cell in the LDA as
Etot =  J  ^ j~r7y d r d r ' ~  j  p ( r ) v * ° ( r ) d r
+  /  p(r)e*c(r)d r + 1 E  E  iT t2,15)
J  a,f3 R  lr “  ”  TP +  R l
where the sum m ation for the eigenvalue of e< is performed for the occupied states; Z a 
is the  atom ic num ber and the  symbol of prim e over S  means a  and cannot be equal 
in the sum m ation process; /ixc(r) is the exchange-correlation potential in Kohn-Sham 
equation, given by
d /j(r)exc(p(r)) (2.16)
dp( r)
The to ta l energy in Eq. (2.15) is further reformulated in the LAPW  m ethod 
to circumvent the Coulomb singularity at the nuclei [88]. W ith  the  use of lattice 
harmonics in muffin-tin spheres and star functions in the in terstitial region, th e  form
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in practical use is [76]:
a- = E‘i 4 E z. [2(z°:9"r) + vStWocc 4 Q L •“ 'Of
-  1 1  p(r)x(r)dr  -  £  £  ^  ° Xf»('’a K ( ' 'a ) r ^ r (I 
f*° f2Zacr(ra )
- 5 ? j f +  XMT(ra)<r(ra) <fra , (2.17)
where x (r )  is defined as
* (r )  = VC + 2(fixc(r)) -  exc(r)), (2.18)
and Vc is the Coulomb potential only, Qm t  the num ber of electrons inside the 
sphere a  and cr(ra) =  4nr2p(ra), Note Rydberg atomic units are used in Eq. 2.17 
and 2.18.
2.1.5 Pseudopotential
Pseudopotential approxim ation for the electron-ion interaction is now widely 
used in the modern electronic structure calculations. [3,89] It is based on the  obser­
vation th a t most physical properties of solids depend on th e  valence electrons to  a 
much greater extent than on the core electrons. W hat the pseudopotential m ethod 
does is to  remove these core electrons and replace them  and the strong ionic potential 
by a weaker pseudopotential th a t acts on the pseudo-wavefunctions rather th an  the 
true  valence wavefunctions; this trea tm ent paves th e  way for th e  large num ber of elec­
tronic structure calculations using the simple plane wave basis functions. Here are the 
conditions commonly imposed in the construction of the high quality atom ic pseu­
dopotential [90,91]: (a) the  pseudo-wavefunctions are nodeless for all r; (b) beyond
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a core radius r c, the pseudopotential and the full potential are identical; (c) inside 
r c the pseudopotential simulates w ith minimum error the electrostatic and scattering 
properties of the full potential a t the eigenvalue energy, which is achieved by forcing 
the “pseudo” charge in the core region to converge identically to  the  real charge in 
the same region. Nonlocal pseudopotentials, which means a  different potential for 
each angular m om entum  component of the wavefunction, are used to best describe 
the scattering properties of the  core states. The quality of the  pseudopotential is 
closely related to the choice of value r c. A smaller r c means th a t the  true wavefunc­
tions can be reproduced by th e  pseudo-wavefunctions closer to the  nucleus and the 
pseudopotentials can be more transferable to a wider range of chemical environments. 
However, the pseudopotential generated with a smaller rc displays sharper structures 
and hence becomes less suitable for the plane wave only based methods.
The LAPW m ethod, which has no difficulty in handling the strong electron- 
ion potential in the core region, conventionally involves th e  all-electron calculations. 
But incorporating pseudopotential in the LAPW m ethod can elim inate the need to 
trea t the chemically inert core states which contribute nothing to  many physical 
properties. In 1979, Hamann [92] carried comparative investigations on bulk Si with 
LAPW  m ethod using the full potential and pseudopotentials. Yu, Singh and Krakauer 
[78] derived the atomic force formalism in LAPW  m ethod in both  all-electron and 
pseudopotential schemes and achieved excellent agreement between the  two schemes 
in practical calculations.
In the LAPW  method, the nonlocal part of the pseudopotentials should be 
confined in the muffin-tin spheres to save extrem e complexity in the  evaluation of
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Hamiltonian matrices. This requirement is satisfied by Kerker type pseudopotential 
[93] if the chosen core radii for any angular m om entum  I are all smaller than  the 
muffin-tin radius of the corresponding atom. Kerker [93] proposed to  construct the 
pseudopotential by directly modifying the atom ic valence wavefunction instead of 
imposing the  conditions on the pseudo-wavefunction via the potential. Two points are 
distinct compared w ith the other schemes, for example, the  one proposed by Bachelet, 
H arm ann and Schluter [91]. Outside the core region the  nodeless radial pseudo- 
wavefunction is identical to the real wavefunction bu t inside it is represented by a well- 
behaved analytical function. Additionally, it requires both first and second derivatives 
of the radial pseudo-wavefunction to m atch onto the  all-electron wavefunction at core 
radius r c. The resulting pseudopotentials for different I thus m atch onto the  all­
electron potential minus the core screening a t the respective core radii. Therefore the 
pseudopotential is local beyond the largest core radius for all angular m om entum  I. 
The pseudopotentials generated by this scheme axe usually “hard” (i.e. strong) but 
this presents no difficulty for the LAPW  method.
In order to employ the efficient Weinert scheme [80] (see the previous section 
of Potential) to trea t the Coulomb potential in the LAPW  formalism, the  pseudopo­
tential of atom  a  is separated into two parts: an ionic charge potential — Z ? n/r ,  and 
the remaining term s given by part
/max
W  = »2 M + *m(r) = + E *>"MPi, (2.19)
1=0
where operator Pi projects out the component of a wavefunction w ith angular mo­
m entum  l\ the local part t>£(r) is the difference between the  atom ic pseudopotential 
for some chosen I and the ionic charge potential —Zfon/r \  the  nonlocal potentials
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u“ (r) are obtained by subtracting the atom ic pseudopotential for the chosen I from 
the atom ic pseudopotential for all I up to lmax. The local part u£(r) is short-ranged 
because at large r  the difference between the atomic pseudopotential for any angular 
m om entum  I and the ionic charge potential —Z ^ / r  diminishes. But it may extend 
beyond its own muffin-tin sphere. W ith the  consideration of efficient representations 
in different regions, the local part u£(r) is decomposed as [78],
u£(r) =  u>“(r) +  va(r),
where the two term s are defined as
vL(r ) ~  {Aa +  B ar2), r < R a 
0, r  >  R a,
u>a(r ) =
(2 .20)
(2 .21)
and
va(r) = (2 .22)
A a +  B ar2, r < R a 
u £ ( r ) , r  >  R a,
where the coefficients A a and B a are chosen such tha t va(r) and its derivative are 
continuous a t the muffin-tin sphere surface r = R a. Since v a is a smooth and slowly- 
varying function, the corresponding crystal counterpart F ( r ) ,
(2.23)
is easily expanded only with plane waves. Subsequently, it can be re-expressed into 
the usual LAPW  representation.
Finally, the crystalline pseudopotential, the counterpart of t)"a(r) in Eq. (2.19), 
is given by
”  + V(r).
V(r) = I ]  2  S«(|r -  r . -  R|),
a R
U ) = S Ea R W«(|r -  Ta -  R |)  +  X ) u “ ( | r  -  Ta -  R|)fl I
(2.24)
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The new Hamiltonian in the Kohn-Sham equation becomes
H  = T  + Vp,(r) +  Vej j ( r )  (2.25)
where Vej / (  r)  is
V'„(») = -  E  E  + /  * ' i ^ f +Mr), <2-26>
which differs from the effective potential in the all-electron formalism ju st by a  re­
placing Z a by Z,°n. In the pseudopotential formalism, u/ and tij th a t are used to 
construct the LAPW  basis functions are now determ ined by the Hamiltonian
B ftr  = ?  +  « .M  + 5 > ? M /V  +  +  y» ,(r), (2.27)
t
where the  superscript S denotes only the spherical part of the quantity  is included.
2.1.6 Force
Force calculations are highly desirable for at least two reasons. Firstly, it 
is much more efficient to directly calculate the quantum-mechanical forces acting 
on the the atoms in determ ining the ground state  structures of materials than  to 
map out the energy surface via only to tal energy. W hen the system gets large and 
complex, the force calculation is enormously advantageous [2]. Secondly, force cal­
culations greatly simplify the determ ination of vibration modes of m aterials and are 
indispensable in quantum-mechanical molecular-dynamics simulations [94]. Unfor­
tunately, the use of position-dependent basis functions in the LAPW  m ethod com­
plicates the force formalism, making such force calculation unaccessible until ju s t a 
few years ago [78,95-98]. Soler and W illiam [95,96] first derived force formula in
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the LAPW  m ethod and did actual calculations for real m aterials. Yu, Singh and 
Krakauer [78] independently derived a different version, isolating the  term s from the 
discontinuity of second derivatives of basis function on the  muffin-tin surface, which 
were la ter shown [97] to  be equivalent expressions for the  force formula. Here the 
main points in the force formalism developed by Yu, Singh and Krakauer [78] for the 
LAPW  m ethod are briefly presented.
The quantum-mechanical force on an atom  is given by the  Hellmann-Feynman 
(HF) theorem  [99,100]. Pulay [101] showed th a t there exist other term s known as 
incomplete basis set (IBS) corrections in practical density functional calculations with 
position-dependent basis functions. The IBS correction vanishes only when either 
i) the basis functions are position independent, or ii) th e  wavefunction is an exact 
solution to  Kohn-Sham equation.
The force on atom  a  is expressed as
p .  -  S E
F a | T7 a
H F  +  *  IB S
 ^  p ( r ).-  z  d— " a  idra
_ l  
STa
- V V  — _____ +  I  dr
. Y t ' l T . - T /, - R r J a r lra - i
Y^riiSei -  J /9(r)5Ve// ( r )d r j  , (2.28)
where the  quantum  num ber (n , k) is denoted as i for convenience, n,- is the occupation 
num ber for sta te  i, and K / / ( r )  is the effective potential in Kohn-Sham equation, Eq. 
(1 .1).
In the LAPW  m ethod, the  IBS correction force comes from th e  core s ta te  and 
valence sta te  contributions. The core states are fully relaxed in th e  radial direction
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and the core correction to  the HF force is due to  the nonspherical crystal potential, 
F " rc =
=  /  « W . , / ( r ) * .  ( 2 . 2 9 )
Expressed in the form derived by Bendt and Zunger [102], the valence state 
contribution to  the IBS force is given by
J 2  n <S£i -  J  P v ( r W f / ( r )d rF a _IB S  “
1
6ra
= - £ » .■
H i
Sra
(H  -  £i) (H  -  ei) (2.30)
where D “ is the extra term  due to  the discontinuity of the  second derivative of basis 
function a t the muffin-tin surface [78]. D “ is evaluated as
dSa. (2.31)</>?(■•)?* (r)) -  (■/’•(r)7>,(r)^
where the  integral is over the  surface of the muffin-tin sphere; Suffixes M T  and I  mean
Df = /
th a t the  kinetic energy is to  be computed with representations of wavefunction in M T  
and interstitial regions, respectively. After several steps of derivation: representing 
wavefunction w ith LAPW basis functions, neglecting the small effect of the variation 
of the  ui and it; resulting from the change in the spherical potential as the muffin-tin 
center is moved [78], finally we have
F /bs — ~  5 3  n «
-  vv>,-
g ,g '
H <f>G' }
/  M T
4>i) - ( i>i
M T
(.H  -  £i) VV>,\ + D f
/  M T
(2.32)
where the suffix M T  indicates the integrations are evaluated only in the muffin-tin 
sphere of atom  a ; the index (k  +  G ) of basis function <j> is suppressed as G  for 
simplicity.
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In the pseudopotential approach, the IBS correction to the  HF force is sepa­
rated  into pseudopotential and nonpseudopotential contributions. Form ulated in a 
similar fashion to Eq. (2.32), the to tal IBS force is
F IB S  — ~  n « i
-  (v i> i  
+ D f + ( Tpi
where H  and H '  are as follows:
H - £ i <f>c
M T
{H'  -  e , ) xj)i) - {  fa
M T
( H ' -  ei)
5 V
16 \1
Sra Vi j
V V > , -
M T
(2.33)
H  =  t  + K / / ( r ) ,
H ' =  T  + Ve f f ( r)  +  V (r),
in which V (r) and Vef / ( r)  are specifed in Eq. (2.23) and Eq. (2.24), respectively.
2.2 Linear R esponse Theory in the LA PW  M ethod
The linear response density functional theory based on the Sternheim er m ethod 
is powerful because it makes it possible to  determ ine the electronic response to  ex­
ternal perturbations of arbitrary wavelength (such as phonon perturbation), while 
keeping the  numerical complexity of the calculation of th e  same order as for a self- 
consistent calculation for the unperturbed system. This theory significantly sim­
plifies the direct determ ination of such quantities as Born effective charge tensor, 
phonon modes and frequencies a t any arbitrary  wavevector, dielectric tensor, piezo­
electric properties and elastic constants, etc. However, its formalism in the LAPW
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m ethod [21] is much more complicated than th a t first developed by Baroni et al. [17] 
using the simple planewave basis set. The difficulty is again due to  the position- 
dependence of the LAPW  basis functions.
Let us introduce a  phonon-like perturbation to the  electronic system of a  pe­
riodic crystal,
u>jc(R) =  u>,-0e,q'R, (2.34)
where io,a (R ) indicates the  Cartesian a  component of th e  displacement of atom  i in 
the unit cell specified as R . The first order change in the self-consistent field potential 
resulting from the perturbation is
^  {r, .  _  g  + / dfix
dp P=Po(r)
(2.35)
where p0(r ) is the charge density of unperturbed system and the linear order change 
of charge density is
p ( 1) ( r )  =  2 £ > n k ( r ) t f k ( r ) -  
n,k
(2.36)
in th e  traveling-wave representation.
The linear order change of the wavefunction arises from the changes of the 
variational expansion coefficients and the basis functions,
d i’M = E k ’( « ) W ' )  + C.k(G)4‘lo(r)l • (2.37)
Neglecting the relaxation of muffin-tin orbitals uj and ui when the atoms are 
moved [78], we obtain the  linear order change of basis function
d 1), i i i  ,  \ d<f>k+G* U a M  =  - g —  ■ w *(k  +  G ) -  V 4 k + c ( r )  • w , (2.38)
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where w  is used to represent the atomic displacements in Eq. (2.34) w ithout specifying 
the index of individual atoms in order to make expression concise. After careful and 
lengthy derivation [21], we have the following linear m atrix  equation to  determ ine the 
linear order variational coefficients:
X)( ^k+q+G
G ' \
=  £  
G'
^ k + q + G
+  ^k+q+G
+  ^^k+ q+G
(fink -  H)
<ftk+G
W g«>c 2 !(g 0
^k+ G y+  
d<f> k+G'
/5^k±q+G 
\  d w
W’ ( f f - e « k ) <£k+G'
MT
dvr
W
MT
C nk(G '), (2.39)
where H  and e„k are the Hamiltonian and eigenvalues in the Kohn-Sham equation 
for the unperturbed system. The last term  in the above equation represents the finite 
change in the kinetic energy owing to the discontinuity of the  second order derivative 
of the LAPW  basis functions a t the muffin-tin boundary. It is evaluated as
<£k+G'
= ? / <£k+q+ G (r)^ k + G '(r) MT -  « + q + G ( r ) f W ( r ) dSi • w,-, (2.40)
where suffixes M T  and I  mean again th a t the kinetic energy is to  be calculated with 
the representations of basis functions in muffin-tin and in terstitial regions, respec­
tively.
The basic idea in Sternheimer m ethod is to solve Eq. (2.39) for the  first order 
change of the one-electron wavefunction, ^ k ( r ) ,  directly, instead of using the slowly 
convergent sum m ation of the conduction bands in the conventional perturbation  the­
ory expression. In practice, an iterative diagonalization technique is used to  solve Eq.
34
(2.39), which involves only the occupied states of the unperturbed system. W ith Eq. 
(2.37), (2.38), and (2.39) as supplem ental conditions, Eq. (2.35) and (2.36) m ust be 
solved iteratively to achieve self-consistency.
2.2.1 First-order Forces and Dynamical Matrix
First-order forces, or second-order to ta l energy can be determ ined from the 
first-order charge density and orbitals [18]. This fact is used in the  linear response den­
sity functional calculations to construct the dynamical m atrix . The force-constants 
Cia,jp(R- — R /) are defined as the  second derivatives of the  to ta l energy of the  solid 
system with respect to the  atom ic displacements, or equivalently, as the coefficients 
in the  first-order forces acting on one atom  due to  th e  displacement of another from 
its equilibrium position:
E{2) =  \  £  £  < W ( R -  R V ,a(R K /?(R '), (2.41)
1 R,R' ia,j()
= - £ E < W R -  R ')^ (R ')- (2.42)
One needs to calculate up to 3N at (where N at is the number of atoms in the 
prim itive unit cell) periodic lattice distortions io,0(R ) th a t are defined in Eq. (2.34) 
to directly determ ine the (3N at x 3ATat) force constant m atrix  in reciprocal space
C i a , j p {  q):
f f i ’fR) =  -  E  )«*/> e*1*  (2.43)
j p
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where
R
The dynam ical m atrix  is readily related to Ciajpiq)  through a mass factor:
C'ia,jp(cl)
(2.44)
(2.45)
where M,- is the mass of the ith  atom  in the unit cell. The phonon frequencies and 
norm al modes can be obtained by solving the standard secular equation:
=  0 (2.46)Acr,i/j(q) w2(q )^a/3^ij
In practice, the sym m etry of the dynamical m atrix Dia,jp(q) is used to  reduce 
the num ber of phonon distortions th a t have to  be calculated. A general sym m etry 
operation tha t sends a crystal into itself is { S |v (1S') +  x(m )}, where S is a 3 x 3 real, 
orthogonal m atrix  representation of one of the  proper or im proper rotations of the 
point group of crystal, v ( S ) is fractional translation associated w ith S ,  and x (m ) is 
a translation vector of the crystal. Under this operation, the position vector of the 
/cth atom  in the /th  unit cell, x(//c), is sent into an equivalent site x.(LK):
(2.47)j s  v (5 ) +  x(m ) jx (/re) =  S x ( I k ) +  v (£ )  +  x (m ) =  x (L K ) .
The dynam ical m atrix  transform s as [103]
£ (S q )  =  r ( q ;  js |v (S ) +  x(m)  } ) p ( q ) r t  (q ; js |v (S ) + x (m ) j )
where the  unitary m atrix  T(q; { 8 ^ ( 5 )  +  x(m )} is defined as
r Q(3 ^c/c'|q; j s  v (S ) +  x ( m ) |^  =  5a^ ^ F 0_1(K; S ) ,* '^
x e x p ^ iq -  | s  v(5') +  x ( m ) | x(0/c) — x ( 0 k )  (2.49)
(2.48)
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The notation n =  Fq 1(K; S)  expresses the fact th a t index K  uniquely labels the  kind 
of atom  k th a t is sent into the K  position by sym m etry operation {S|v(S') +  x(m )}.
For the sym m etry operations th a t send wavevector q  into itself or th a t differs 
from q  by only reciprocal la ttice vectors, we have
I^q; js |v (S ) + x(m)|^ D(q)r-1 q^; js |v (S ) +  x(m )|^ = D(q).
(2.50)
Eq. (2.50) is used to determine the form of JD(q), tha t is, the independent, nonzero 
elements of this m atrix. Then the necessary and appropriate phonon distortions are 
proposed for linear response calculations to  determ ine JD(q). Of course, This process 
is more helpful for the high sym m etry wavevectors.
2.2.2 Dielectric Tensor and Born Effective Charge Tensor
Another im portant advantage of linear response m ethod is th a t it also treats 
the infinitesimal macroscopic fields with ease. As mentioned in C hapter 1, the  effect 
of macroscopic field cannot be taken into account in the supercell m ethod directly 
because it is incompatible w ith the Born-von K arm an periodic boundary condition. 
Usually one has to calculate for several finite wavevectors w ith large supercells and 
then extrapolate the results to  zero q. In the linear response m ethod, the  long 
wavelength lim it can be taken analytically [17,19, 20]. In  practice, we choose an 
alternative scheme which is more straightforward, calculating the  the  macroscopic 
effects through a definite but very small wavevector. Our procedure is fundam entally 
different from the supercell m ethod, since the wavevector q  can be as small as allowed 
by numerical considerations and no additional com putational cost is involved for
smaller q.
The dielectric tensor and Born effective charge tensors axe obtained in the 
long-wavelength lim it as
q  • Coo • q  =  limq—>0 k<ota/(q).
(2.51)
z ’^  = z ‘ +sl^ (2.52)E = 0
where Vmd is the induced potential when the macroscopic field is applied and Z,- is 
the ionic charge of the ith  ion. In the calculation of the dielectric tensor, the external 
perturbation, which is the first term  in Eq. (2.35) for the  phonon calculation, is 
replaced by external field: KxV(r) =  iE extetq'v/q. In the  determ ination of Born 
effective charge tensors, phonon-like perturbations of small wavevectors are used to 
calculate the macroscopic polarization, while the electric field is set to  be zero:
V
V P  =  -p W (r) ,
^  P ( ( q  +  G ))e<q+G'r] =  _ £ , ( 1) ( q + G )e<<‘»+°>-r ,
L G
P = q P ( 0 )  = (2.53)
Theoretically, Born effective charge tensors should satisfy the acoustic sum 
rule [104] which reflects the charge neutrality in materials:
(2.54)
However, in approxim ate calculations, the  acoustic sum rule is not ideally satisfied. 
The m agnitude of such deviation depends strongly on the mesh of k-point sampling for
the Brillouin zone integration. A denser k-point mesh tends to  reduce the deviation 
toward zero.
In the calculations for dielectric tensor and Bom-effective charge tensor, we 
have chosen the small wavevector q  to be of order one hundredth of the reciprocal 
basis vectors. It is worth mentioning th a t the  Born-effective charge tensor can also be 
determ ined by so-called Berry-phase calculations [105,106] to  obtain a  finite difference 
approxim ation to  the  derivative in Eq. (2.52).
2.2.3 LO Phonons at Zone Center and Phonon Dispersions 
in BZ
In polar semiconductors and insulators, the long-range Coulomb interaction 
contributes to the macroscopic field for longitudinal optical (LO) phonons, giving 
rise to  the  LO and TO (transverse optical modes) splitting at the  Brillouin zone 
center. At finite wavevectors, q, such contributions are autom atically included in the 
linear response calculations. In the long wavelength lim it q  — 0, it is more convenient 
to separate the dynamical m atrix  into two term s [20,103,104]. One term  is analytic 
in q, corresponding to the response to a zero-center phonon with no macroscopic 
electric field, and this is ju s t the dynamical m atrix  calculated for the TO modes. 
The other (nonanalytic) term  is related to the Born effective charge tensor and the 
high-frequency dielectric tensor.
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where
2f c5 , — p i  t’L S (2. 56)
,3P Sly/MiMj  q - Co o - q
Diagonalizing Dia,jp gives LO and TO phonon frequencies at the zone center. 
The LO phonon frequencies are direction-dependent for general cases and are isotropic 
only in crystals w ith high symmetry.
The phonon dispersions throughout the Brillouin zone can be obtained from the 
real space force constants. The procedure we usually choose is to  calculate A o j/j(q ) 
on a uniform grid of q  points in the BZ. In polar semiconductors and insulators, the 
short-range real-space force constants are then obtained by Inverse Fourier Transform, 
after subtracting the long-range dipolar contributions. For isotropic effective charges, 
the dipole-dipole interaction between two atoms is
&ap 3 rarp7*  7*
C t U  R  -  R ')  =  - H -.  _  „  (2-57)Coo
where r  =  R* — R  +  Tj — r,-. The dipole-dipole component of the force constants in 
reciprocal space Cf~^p{q) can be expressed analytically in term s of Born effective 
charges and dielectric constant via Ewald sum m ation techniques. [20,107-109] Then 
we can have Ciatjp(q) a t any wavevector q  by
q )  =  q )  +  q ) ,  ( 2 . 5 8 )
where (q) is constructed from the short-range force constants through
Fourier Transform. Formulas for the case of general Born-effective charge tensors 
have been given by Gonze et al. [27] recently.
Chapter 3
Lattice Dynam ics o f CuCl
3.1 Introduction
CuCl is an interesting m aterial tha t displays m any unusual properties and 
has received special a ttention in the past two decades. I t has the  zincblende struc­
tu re  a t room tem perature and below and is ju s t on the  covalent side of Phillips’ 
critical ionicity [110], close to  where the  NaCl or CsCl structures are preferred over 
zincblende. Experim ents observe a  sharp drop of electrical resistance by a factor of 
107 in CuCl at a pressure about 4 G Pa [111,112] and a diamagnetic susceptibility 
anomaly above 90 K in rapidly cooled samples [111]. Experiments also find a  negative 
therm al expansion coefficient below 100 K [113] and irregular tem perature and pres­
sure dependence of the elastic properties [114]. Investigations from X-ray [115,116] 
and neutron diffraction [117] data  in CuCl, together with other Cu halides and Agl, 
suggest structural disorder [118]. The value for the cation mean-square vibrational 
am plitudes \ / < u 2 >cu in CuCl is reported [118] to be unusually high even when the
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tem perature is lowered to  5 K, while a t elevated tem peratures a superionic conducting 
phase [119,120] is formed. CuCl is a strongly anhaxmonic m aterial, which is clearly 
evidenced by neutron scattering [121]. When the tem perature is raised to as low as 
room tem perature, most phonon peaks disappear because of the strong anharmonic 
interaction [121]! In addition, the phonon spectra of CuCl shows unusual features 
such as a  double-peak structure of the long wavelength optic modes (see Figure 3.1). 
The zincblende structure of CuCl contains two atoms in the  prim itive unit cell so tha t 
there is only one triply degenerate fundam ental optic mode, which is both Ram an 
and infrared active. This mode is split into a transverse optic (TO) and a longitu­
dinal optic (LO) mode by the macroscopic electric field th a t accompanies the  LO 
mode. However, experiments w ith inelastic neutron scattering, infrared absorption 
and reflection, Ram an scattering, as well as polariton dispersion, have unequivocally 
observed ex tra  zone center modes at low tem perature [121-131]. Furtherm ore, neu­
tron scattering measurements show tha t the splitting of the  double-peak structure is 
strongly wavevector dependent and turns into a normal spectrum  away from the  zone 
center [126]. Despite years of intensive efforts to understand these phonon anomalies 
in CuCl (also in CuBr), their origin is still unresolved and two competing models 
have emerged.
Krauzman and his colleagues [123,131] described the ex tra  modes near the 
zone center as arising from anharm onic coupling between the  TO(r) phonon and two- 
phonon continuium. This anharm onic coupling is assumed so strong th a t it repels 
the TO mode and gives rise to  another TO peak. The predictions of this model 
have been discussed by Kanellis et al. [132,133]. By contrast, the  off-center model
of Vardeny, Livescu and Brafman (see Ref. [128,134] and references therein) assumes 
the existence of four equivalent secondary m inim a for the Cu+ cation lying along the 
[1 1 1] directions in addition to  its ideal lattice site. They assume th a t the tunneling 
rate  between the  central and the off-center sites is much lower than  th a t among the 
displaced sites, yielding different sublattices th a t both have the same Tj symmetry, 
namely the ideal site and the  tunneling off-center sites. The presence of cations a t two 
different sites gives rise to  the  ex tra set of observed modes and the model can explain 
other vibrational anomalies observed by Ram an scattering, infrared and phonon- 
polariton measurements. Kremer and Weyrich [135] investigated the  problem with 
the local density functional approxim ation (LDA) total energy calculations. They 
calculated the  to tal energy for a series of Cu sublattice displacements in [1 1 1] 
directions, and failed to identify any secondary energy m inim a for the potential of 
cation Cu+ . But, more recently, Wei, Zhang and Zunger [136] reinvestigated the 
problem and did find a secondary relative minimum along the  [11 1] directions outside 
the trigonal face for the Cu+ cation in CuCl and CuBr, giving support to  the  off- 
center model. W hat they have done is to displace one Cu atom  in [1 1 1] direction 
but keep all the other atom s unmoved in a supercell which contains up to  sixteen 
atoms, instead of moving the whole Cu sublattice together as Kremer and Weyrich 
did. Wei et al. also relaxed the other atoms in the supercell. They find th a t the 
secondary m inim um  becomes deeper as expected but still stays above the  energy of 
the unperturbed zincblende structure. This double-well energy surface is reminiscent 
of th a t found in perovskite structure ferroelectrics and some high-tem perature cuprate 
superconductors, except th a t there the displaced site corresponds to  the  global energy
minimum [137,138]. It is thus of great interest to  map out the Born-Oppenheimer 
surface of CuCl near the ideal zincblende structure. We have investigated the lattice 
dynamics of CuCl w ith first principles linear response calculations [43], calculating 
the Born effective charge, dielectric constant and phonon dispersions in the Brillouin 
zone. Comparisons w ith experiment and previous theoretical work are presented.
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Figure 3.1: Ram an spectrum  of CuCl at 2 K (from Ref. [128]). The assignments of 
T 0(/?), L0(/3), T 0 (7 ) , and L 0(7 ) are given by Ref. [128].
3.2 Calculational Details
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Linear response calculations are performed using the recently developed LAPW 
linear response m ethod [21]. The use of LAPW basis functions greatly facilitates the 
treatm ent of localized valence wave functions such as those derived from the  Cu 3d 
orbitals. In this m ethod, the  dynamical m atrix is calculated at each q point from the 
first-order forces, and the frequencies axe obtained by standard m atrix  diagonaliza- 
tion. Kerker type [93] pseudopotentials are used to avoid dealing with core states. 
The resulting non-local d pseudopotential is very strong, bu t since the  LAPW  m ethod 
employs a dual representation of the wave functions, charge density and potential, 
such very strong potentials are easily handled. A Hedin-Lunqvist form exchange- 
correlation potential [60] is used. The muffin-tin radii are 2.14 a.u .(atomic unit) for 
Cu and 2.09 a.u. for Cl. A (4 4 4) Appoint mesh [83-85] is used for the Brillouin 
zone(BZ) integration, which yields 2 special fc-points in the  irreducible BZ wedge for 
the unperturbed lattice. Denser k-point meshes are used to  calculate Born effective 
charges and dielectric constant. The plane wave kinetic energy cutoff is 16.5 Ry, 
yielding approxim ately 300 LAPW  basis functions at each fc-point and convergence 
of the  calculated phonon frequencies to better than  0.05 THz.
At first we have performed conventional LDA total energy calculations to  ob­
tain  some equilibrium sta te  properties. F itting the to tal energies to M urnaghan’s 
equation [139],
E ( v )  = b w = T ) K 1 -  v ) + { v ) B t3-1)
where Vo, B  and B '  are equilibrium volume, bulk modulus and bulk modulus pressure
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derivative, respectively. We find: the theoretical lattice constant (corresponding to 
the volume Vo above) is 5.33 A, only slightly smaller than the  experim ental value 5.41 
A [140]; the bulk modulus is 0.62 Mbar, which is in good agreement w ith the  exper­
im ental value of 0.654 M bar [135] derived from inelastic neutron scattering a t liquid 
helium tem perature [121]; the calculated bulk modulus pressure derivative is 3.46 and 
no experim ental da ta  is available for comparison. To compare the calculated phonon 
frequencies w ith experm ental data, all linear response calculations are performed at 
the experim ental la ttice constant. A small wavevector q  =  0.01 (1, 1, 1)2p has been 
used in calculating th e  dielectric constant and Born effective charges.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, in order to reduce the num ber of displacements 
for which linear response calculations have to be performed in determ ining the dy­
namical m atrix  D (q), we have employed the symmetry group of crystal to  find the 
independent, non-zero elements in jD(q). For example, the dynamical m atrix  a t the 
high sym m etry points X, i.e. q  =  ( | ,  0, 0 ) ^ ,  and L, i.e. q  =  ( | ,  j ,  have the
form
Oil 0 0 0 7 0
0 CHl 0 7 0 0
0 0 Oil 0 0 0
0 7 0 Pi 0 0
7 0 0 0 Pi 0
0 0 0 0 0 f t
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/  \£*1 a 2 a 2 7i 72 72
a 2 a 2 72 7i 72
a 2 a 2 <*i 72 72 7i
7i 72 72 Pi Pi P2
72 7i 72 Pi Pi Pi
 ^ 72 72 7i Pi Pi Pi
where all elements are real numbers. Calculation of one configuration is enough to 
find each element in D ( X ): we have chosen the displacement vector as (1, 0, 1, 1, 
0, l)a , which corresponds to displacing both Cu and Cl by (1, 0, l)a . For D (L ), we 
have used two configurations, with displacement vectors as ( 1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 )a and (0 , 
0 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 0 )a respectively.
3.3 Frozen Phonon Calculations at T-point
It is well-known tha t the phonon frequencies cam be determ ined by the frozen 
phonon m ethod. To check the  linear response approach, we performed to ta l energy 
and forces calculations for frozen optic-phonon configurations at the T-point in CuCl 
and then compared with the corresponding linear response results. In ideal structure, 
Cu and Cl are located at the origin a (0 0 0) and 0.25 a ( 1  1  1 ), respectively, where a 
is the lattice constant. Two distorted configurations have been chosen: keep Cu still 
bu t move Cl to 0.24 a (1 1  1 ) and 0.26 a ( 1  1  1). The results from frozen phonon 
calculations are presented in Table 3.1. As expected, the forces acting on Cu and Cl 
sum to be zero.
Because the crystal does not have inversion symmetry, the same m agnitude of
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Table 3.1: Results from frozen-phonon calculations at T-point in CuCl.
Location of Cl A E(m Ry) Fcu{TnRy/a.u.) F ci(m R y/a .u .)
0.24 a (1 1 1) 0.9650 - 6.963 (1 1 1) 6.963 (1 1 1)
0.26 a ( 1  1  1 ) 0.6061 3.439 (1 1 1) - 3.439 (1 1 1)
displacements in opposite directions give rather different energy changes and forces. 
This implies th a t anharm onic terms are making appreciable contributions to  the 
energy differences even when the displacements appear to be small compared to  lattice 
constant. The following simple equations indicate how to find the  phonon frequency 
from to ta l energy or forces when the cubic term  of the displacement is kept in the 
energy difference expression:
A  E  =  i/itw2 u 2  ■+■ bu3, (3.2)
F  =  ~iiu?u — 3 6 u2, (3.3)
where u is the atomic displacement, n  the reduced mass of Cu and Cl atoms, w the 
angular frequency, and b a coefficient. Exploiting the fact th a t the  two displacements 
have the same m agnitude and opposite signs, we have :
( A  E i  +  A E 2
oj =  \ l  5---------1f iu i
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Table 3.2: Phonon frequencies from frozen-phonon and linear response calculations 
at T-point in CuCl.
U e  (T H z) f F (THz) fLR  (THz)
5.12 5.16 5.05
Table 3.2 lists the  obtained phonon frequencies from to ta l energy, forces and 
linear response calculations, showing agreement of the 1 % level. As shown in Ta­
ble 3.2, the  frequencies from independent to ta l energy and forces calculations are 
larger than  the  frequency obtained from the linear response calculations by about 
1-2%. We a ttribu te  the  small discrepancy to higher order anharm onic term s. If we 
use smaller displacements or include higher order anharm onic term s in Eq. (3.2) and 
Eq. (3.3), the agreement will be improved.
3.4 Phonons at T-point, Z* and
Since CuCl is a polar semiconductor, the long-range Coulomb interaction con­
tributes to the macroscopic electric field for LO phonons. In th e  cubic zincblende 
structure the relationship between the angular frequencies of the TO  and LO modes 
at the  T point simplifies to:
ulo == uto +  wp> (3-4)
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where
wp =
4rr e2Z*2
CoofiV
(3.5)
is defined in term s of the volume of the prim itive cell v , th e  reduced mass fi of the 
Cu and Cl atoms, the Born effective charge Z*, and th e  high-frequency dielectric 
constant Coo- Three separate linear response calculations [21] determ ine u>t o , Coo and 
Z*.
Table 3.3 summarizes our calculated results for Born effective charges and 
the high-frequency dielectric constant for three different fc-point samplings in the 
irreducible BZ together with the  values extracted from experim ental measurements 
as discussed below [134,141]. The LDA cluster calculation of Press and Ellis [142] is 
also given.
Table 3.3: Calculated Born effective charges and dielectric constant of CuCl.
No. of fc-points Coo Z*(Cu) Z*(C1)
This Calculation
2 4.75 0.16 -1.26
1 0 4.65 1.28 - 1 . 1 1
28 4.65 0.94 - 1 . 1 1
Press and Ellis ' 4 __ 1.30
Experiment 3.61s [1.13to(-y)j O-93to(0)]c
A Ref. [142]. 
B Ref. [141].
c  E xtracted  estim ates from Ref. [134] and see the  discussion in text.
The Born effective charges must obey the acoustic sum  rule, which in the  case
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of CuCl requires the values of Z*{Cu) and Z*(C1) to be equal in m agnitude but of 
opposite sign. As mentioned in Chapter 2, inadequate Appoint sampling can result in 
violations of this rule. As seen in Table 3.3, Z*(Cl) is converged, bu t Z*(Cn) is still 
not converged a t the largest 28 special fc-point set th a t was used. However, based on 
the acoustic sum rule, we m ay expect Z*(Cvl) to be 1.11 when it is converged. Using 
Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5), we took Z*(C1) to determine the theoretical frequency of the 
longitudinal optic mode a t T given in Table 3.4. The LDA is known to systematically 
overestim ate in general [19,20], and the calculated is about 30% too large, 
consistent with this tendency. Press and Ellis [142] calculated from first principles the 
piezoelectric properties of copper halides with a  localized basis set and an embedded- 
molecular cluster method. They estim ated the Born effective charge in CuCl to  be 
1.30, bu t the  dielectric constant was not available in their report.
In conventional semiconductors, the experimental effective charges for zincblende 
diatomic crystals are readily determined from Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5) using the 
measured values of £„  and u>l and uij at the T point. The anomalous features 
of th e  phonon spectrum  of CuCl at the T point, however, complicates the  analysis 
here, because four optic modes are observed (see Fig. 3.1). In decreasing frequency, 
they are [134] LO(7 ), T O (7 ), LO(/?) and T O (/?), and their values are given in Ta­
ble 3.4. The additional q  =  0 modes are labeled by Vardeny and Brafman and 
Livescu [128,134] as /3 -  TO(/3) and LO(/3), and arise in their model from the off- 
center cation sublattice. By contrast, Hennion et al. [126] invoke the mechanism of 
strong anharm onic coupling between TO(r) mode and a two-phonon continuum to 
explain the inelastic neutron scattering data of the TO phonons in CuCl at 5 K. They
resolved the anomalous line-shape into two frequencies of 5.11 THz and 4.83 THz. 
A direct comparison with the  anomalous modes a t T is no t possible, since our cal­
culations assume the  validity of the harmonic approxim ation and are performed for 
distortions about the ideal structure. Table 3.4 indicates th a t the  calculated TO(r) 
frequency falls between the two experimental TO peaks. The theoretical LO fre­
quency is in good agreement with the highest frequency m ode in the  spectrum  at T, 
which lies well above the troublesome frequency range (4.2~5.4 THz) and is identi­
fied [121-134] as a normal LO mode. The LO(/?) mode is very weak, lying between 
the two strong TO lines. It is thus unclear how to ex tract experim ental values of 
Z*. W ithout adopting any particular model of the anomalous modes, we estim ate 
“experim ental” values Z* using the experimental frequencies [134] of the zone center 
optical modes given in Table 3.4 th a t are determ ined [134] by a  com bination of po- 
lariton dispersion measurements and fitting to the  infrared reflectivity at 2 K. These 
frequencies are nearly identical to  the values measured by Ram an scattering at liquid 
helium tem perature [124,125]. We extract two estim ates of the experim ental effec­
tive charges using the highest frequency mode L0 (7 ) together w ith i) the TO (7 ) and 
ii) the  TO(/?) modes and these are so labeled in Table 3.3. The calculated Z*(C1) 
is close to  the extracted experim ental effective charge determ ined by the 7  branch 
modes (L0 (7 ) and TO(7)). In the off-center model, the 7 branch modes arise from 
Cu ions a t the  ideal structure sites [134], and the frequency of this mode might be 
expected to be similar to our calculated value based on th e  ideal structure.
3.5 Phonon Dispersions
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The calculated phonon frequencies along sym m etry lines, A[£ 0 0], E[£ £ 0 ] 
and A[f £ f], are shown in Figure 3.2, together with the inelastic neutron scattering 
experim ental data  obtained a t 4.2 K by Prevot et al. [121]. None of the calcu­
lated modes are unstable (imaginary frequencies), which shows th a t the zincblende 
structure is stable near the  Born-Oppenheimer surface and is a t least a local energy 
minimum. Table 3.4 gives the  numerical values a t high sym m etry points. Typical 
experim ental accuracy is about 0.1 THz.
From Figure 3.2 and Table 3.4, we see th a t the m ajority  of the calculated 
frequencies fall w ithin the limits of experimental errors. The calculated top two 
optical phonon dispersion branches in E direction have the same sym m etry properties. 
They cannot crossover each other, though they appear to  do so in Figure 3.2 visually 
due to  the  use of large scale. The minimum distance between these two branches in 
calculations is indeed small (~  0.014 THz).
In the past two decades, complete phonon dispersion curves of CuCl have been 
calculated only with empirical models (see Ref. [143] and references therein). Prevot 
et al. [1 2 1 ] used a shell model to fit the helium -tem perature phonon spectra w ith 
14 param eters. Kanellis et al. [143] investigated the  dynam ical properties of copper 
halides w ith four different shell models. Patel et al. [144] reproduced the  phonon 
dispersion curves with a rigid-ion model using 1 1  optimized set of force constant pa­
rameters. C hatterjee et al. [145] tried a unified study of la ttice mechanical properties 
of copper halide crystals with a general expression for the to ta l energy including the 
dipolar and quadrupolar term s. Together with other studies using various polarizable
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models, all these works aim  to  fitting experimental data, which results in lim ited 
predictive power.
Kremer and Weyrich [135,146] reported full-potential LMTO calculations of 
TO(r) and X-point phonon frequencies of CuCl and other semiconductors. For CuCl, 
the frequency of TO(T) they determ ined is 4.68 THz, 7% smaller than ours, and their 
frequencies of X-point are in greater disagreement with experiment. The present cal­
culation is the first self-consistent LDA linear response calculation of the complete 
phonon dispersions for a semiconductor in which the effects of localized d electrons 
are fully considered. The agreement between the  calculated and the experim ental 
frequencies of optic phonons is generally be tte r than  th a t of the low lying acoustic 
phonons near the X point, where the calculated frequencies appear to  be system at­
ically too high. Giannozzi et al. [20] found th a t using more Appoints improved the 
agreement in the  acoustic region for Si and GaAs. We performed calculations for 
the X-point phonons using 10 Appoints. The disagreement is a b it worse in this case 
with the frequencies of LO(X), TO(X) and LA(X) increasing by 0.02~0.03 THz, and 
TA(X) by ~0.1 THz compared to the 2 Appoints calculation.
Carabatos et al. [147] reported earlier neutron scattering m easurements of 
phonon spectra at room tem perature which differ significantly from the  results in 
Figure 3.2. They find th a t the optic branches cross each other in the A  and A 
directions and tha t the highest acoustic branch disperses higher up, close to  the 
optic modes in £  direction. These discrepancies are probably due to  a  combination 
of sample quality [1 2 1 ] and the  fact th a t the  measurements were performed a t room 
tem perature. Our calculations are in agreement with the finding of Prevot et al. [121]
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tha t there is no crossing of the optic branches in A  and A directions and th a t there is 
a large gap between the highest acoustic branch and optic branches in the  E direction.
Besides the  anomalous modes at T, the agreement between theory and ex­
perim ent elsewhere in the Brillouin zone is as good as in less problem atic m aterials 
such as GaAs. Our theoretical LDA linear response calculations performed for the 
ideal zincblende structure have not addressed, of course, the  source of these observed 
anomalies. Despite the  anomalous properties of CuCl and th e  presence of large an­
harmonic interactions, its low-tem perature phonon dispersion is accurately predicted 
by LDA calculations. A similar conclusion was reached in the  high-Tc superconduc­
tors La2 CuO-i [148] and YBa2 Cu3 0 7  [149,150] where LDA calculated frequencies are 
generally in good agreement with experim ent despite perhaps even greater anhar- 
monicity.
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Table 3.4: Calculated and experimental phonon frequencies for CuCl in THz.
Calculation 
( 2  Appoints)
Experiment
T O (r) 5.05 4.83a 4.65 (/3)B
5.1T4 5.22 (7 ) B
L O (r) 6 . 2 1 6 . 2 0  ±  0.16c 5.00 (p )B
6.24 (7 )b
TA(X) 1.37 1.16 ±  0 .1 2 c
LA(X) 3.78 3.69 ±  0.20c
TO(X) 6.58 6.55 ±  0.12c
LO(X) 7.16 7.00 ±  0.12c
TA(L) 1.05 1 . 0 0  ±  0 .1 2 c
LA(L) 3.47 3.40 ±  0.14°
TO(L) 5.78 5.70 ±  0.10c
LO(L) 7.47 7.34 ±  0.16c
o
’
oII
TA 0.80 0.74D
LA 1 . 6 6 1 . 8  D
TO 5.32 5.21D
LO 6.38 6.43d
oHi’fl 1
II 0.64 0 .6 6 d
1 . 1 0 1.05d
2.29 2 .2 2 d
5.24 5.21d
5.54 5.47d
6.56 6.64d
A Frequencies resolved from neutron scattering da ta  at 5 K by Ref. [126]. 
B From Ref. [134].
c  Inelastic neutron scattering measurements at 4.2 K from Ref. [121].
D Interpolated from Ref. [121].
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Figure 3.2: Phonon dispersion curves of CuCl. The solid line is given by the  the­
oretical calculations. Open circles are neutron scattering measurements a t 4.2 K 
(Ref. [121]).
Chapter 4
Lattice Dynam ics of SiC Under
Pressure
4.1 Introduction
Recently, Liu and Vohra [151] presented intriguing evidence regarding the  pres­
sure dependence of the Born effective charge in 6H -SiC. These authors found th a t 
the effective charge increased initially w ith increasing pressure, reaching a maxim um  
at about 0.4 M bar (40 GPa). Further increasing the pressure, however, resulted in 
a decrease in the m agnitude of the effective charge. Because of its great poten­
tial in electronic device applications, especially in harsh environm ents such as high 
tem perature, corrosive atmosphere and irradiation etc., it is im portan t to  accurately 
characterize the  properties of this unusual m aterial. SiC is observed now to  crystallize 
in m ore than  two hundred polytypes, corresponding to different stacking sequences of 
Si-C bilayers in the cubic [ 1  1 1 ] direction. [152] Polytypes w ith cubic, hexagonal and
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rhombohedral unit cells are usually designated 3C, nH  and nR  respectively, where n 
is the num ber of layers, with the 3C  structure corresponding to the zincblende struc­
ture. For instance, viewed along the cubic [ 1  1  1 ] direction, the  stacking sequences of 
Si-C layers are A B C  for 3C-SiC, A B  for 2/f-SiC and A B C  A C  B  for 6 tf-SiC . The re­
peat distances in the stacking direction can be as large as 1 2 0 0  A [153]. The stacking 
fault energy in these polytypes is quite small. The underlying mechanism responsible 
for so m any polytypes and such long repeat unit cell is still an active subject under 
intensive research. One prevailing and conventional view [154] is th a t such long range 
crystallographic order does not originate from a long range force, bu t is induced by 
the presence of spiral steps due to  dislocations in the growth nucleus. Several growth 
mechanisms have been proposed recently for the origin of polytypes [155-157]. How­
ever W inkler et al. [158] proposed the polytypism may be stabilized by the phonon 
contribution to the free energy. Cheng et al. [159-161] dem onstrated the long-ranged 
interatom ic interactions arising from phonons tend to stabilize the polytypes as equi­
librium structures. It is evident th a t an accurate understanding of la ttice dynamical 
properties of SiC is useful for a correct explanation of its various interesting properties 
including mechanical, therm al, and structural ones.
The different polytypes have very similar properties, since differences in local 
atomic coordination first appear in the second neighbor shell. The experim ental 
equation of sta te  for different polytypes are very similar. [162,163] Phonon dispersion 
along the  stacking direction are considered universal for different prototypes and this 
universality has been used to map out the phonon dispersion in this direction from 
Ram an scattering measurements. [141,164] The crystal structures of polytypes have
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been determ ined by minimizing the LDA to ta l energy and the  internal param eters are 
found actually very close to values of ideal structures. [35,165-167] Indeed, a  recent 
self-consistent study of 3C, 2H  and 4H  SiC by Karch et al. [35] found remarkably 
small differences in the  calculated phonon frequencies along the stacking direction. 
We report here self-consistent linear response calculations of the volume dependence 
of the  Born effective charge, dielectric constant and lattice dynamics of cubic SiC. In 
view of the great sim ilarity of the various polytypes, our com putations were carried 
out only for 3C-SiC. We find th a t the Born effective charge increases nearly linearly as 
the volume decreases. This is in sharp contrast with the above-mentioned turn-over 
behavior reported recently for 6 I/-SiC . The likely reason for this discrepancy will be 
discussed in light of the calculated results.
4.2 Calculational D etails
The calculations were performed using the LAPW linear response m ethod 
which facilitates the  trea tm ent of localized valence states, as are found in first-row 
elements such as carbon. We employ a hard Kerker [93] type pseudopotential to  dis­
pense with the need to  trea t the chemically inert localized inner core orbitals. The 
muffin-tin radii for Si and C are 1.79 a.u. and 1.50 a.u. respectively. Table 4.1 presents 
the test results regarding the  convergence to the kinetic energy cutoff (KE) and spe­
cial Appoint set sampling for BZ integration in the frozen phonon calculations a t zone 
center T point. We also checked the dependence of phonon frequencies on th e  choices 
of different exchange-correlation functional forms such as W igner interpolation for­
m ula [56] and Hedin and Lundqvist formula [60]. Note all data  in Table 4.1 were
obtained a t experimental lattice constant. The procedure of frozen phonon calcula­
tions has been discussed in the previous Chapter on CuCl. The notation / a e  denotes 
the phonon frequencies calculated from energy difference between the distorted struc­
ture and the ideal zincblende cubic structure, while f p  denotes calculated frequencies 
from the forces acting on atom s under distortions. As expected, the values of / a e  and 
f p  axe essentially the same numerically in each case of Table 4.1. Table 4.1 shows 
K E  — 28.5 Ry gives well converged results, since the difference from K E  =  36.0 
Ry is negligible. The use of (4 4 4) /c-point set already achieved phonon frequency 
convergence better than  half percent, however, we chose a  larger ( 8  8  8 ) fc-point set 
for the  linear response calculations of phonon modes w ith phonon wavevectors on a 
uniform (4 4 4) mesh. Table 4.1 also indicates th a t phonon frequencies calculated 
with different exchange-correlation functional forms display little  differences. W igner 
interpolation formula was used for the following calculations unless otherwise stated.
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Table 4.1: Test frozen-phonon calculations of frequencies of TO(r) mode of 3C7-SiC. 
KE is the kinetic energy cutoff.
/ a  e  
(THz) «*
S*
IS)
(4 4 4) fc-point set 
K E =  28.5 Ry 
XC-Wigner
23.356 23.397
(4 4 4) fc-point set 
K E = 36.0 Ry 
XC-Wigner
23.360 23.399
(4 4 4) fc-point set 
K E =  28.5 Ry 
XC-HL
23.262 23.304
( 8  8  8 ) fc-point set 
K E = 28.5 Ry 
XC-Wigner
23.258 23.300
( 1 2  1 2  1 2 ) fc-point set 
K E = 28.5 Ry 
XC-Wigner
23.220 23.227
4.3 Ground State Properties
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LAPW to ta l energy calculations were performed to  determ ine the theoretical 
lattice constant a0, bulk modulus B 0 and bulk modulus pressure derivative B'Q for 
3C-SiC by fitting M urnaghan’s equation [139]. Earlier experim ental and theoretical 
studies suggest th a t the volume-pressure relations for different polytypes are similar, 
due to  the rigidity of the  nearest-neighbor coordination. For instance, the  equation-of- 
state  data  for the two polytypes 3(7-SiC and 6 //-S iC  have been found to  be essentially 
the same up to the transition pressure of 3C-SiC. [163] Theoretical calculations [35] 
also give very small difference in the bulk modulus (less than  1 %) between the  3C, 
2H  and AH  polytypes. The calculated pressure derivative of the  bulk modulus for 
these polytypes are different by only 7% [35].
Our results for SC-SiC are presented in Table 4.2 and compared w ith other 
calculations and experiment for 3C  and other polytypes. O ur results agree well with 
tha t of other calculations given in the table. Slight differences m ay be due to  the 
use of different forms of the exchange-correlation potential. There is nearly perfect 
agreement between the  present calculations and those of Chang and Cohen [168], 
both using the W igner exchange-correlation potential. K arch et al. [35] used the 
Ceperly and Alder exchange-correlation formula [57,58] as param etrized by Perdew 
and Zunger. [59] Lambrecht et al. [169] used an LMTO basis set and the  von Barth- 
Hedin param etrization of the exchange-correlation energy. [61] As also seen in other 
systems [77], the W igner form tends to  yield slightly larger equilibrium la ttice  con­
stants than other forms, and as expected the bulk modulus is accordingly slightly 
smaller.
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A significant num ber of high-pressure experiments have been carried out on 
various polytypes of SiC. The experiments generally showed th a t there is little  dif­
ference between the equation of states for different polytypes. Unfortunately, there 
axe large discrepancies between the results of different experim ental groups for the 
bulk modulus and its pressure derivative. Most experiments give bulk modulus and 
its pressure derivative around 2.25 M bar and 4.0 respectively. However, Yoshida et 
al. [163] recently reported quite large bulk modulus Bo (2.60±0.09 Mar) and quite 
small bulk modulus pressure derivative Bq (2.9±0.3) compared to  other groups’ re­
sults. They ascribed this discrepancy to the higher pressure range (up to  0.95 Mbar) 
they applied to the materials. Analysis of our calculated results does not bear out 
this explanation. Using our calculated total-energy at various volumes, we can fit to 
the M urnaghan equation of sta te  [139] for pressures up to  about 0.8 Mbar. We find 
only small differences (on the order of 1% in both Bo and B'q) compared to  fitting a 
smaller pressure range. The explanation is also inconsistent w ith the experim ents of 
Aleksandrov et al. [174] and Goncharov et al. [162], which were carried out to  0.425 
M bar and 0.45 M bar respectively, but obtained a smaller bulk modulus as compaxed 
with th a t of Strosser et al. [175], which went up to only 0.25 M bar. Based on the 
results of all existing well-converged theoretical calculations, it seems reasonable to 
suggest th a t the lower range of the experim ental bulk modulus is more likely to  be 
correct.
We have also determ ined the volume dependence of th e  to ta l energy for rocksalt 
structure SiC. Figure 4.1 shows the to ta l energy curves vs. variations of volume for 
both zincblende phase and rocksalt phase, in which the common tangent line of the
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two curves indicates the phase transition. Figure 4.1 shows the zincblende structure 
is stable a t am bient pressure and the difference in cohesive energy per prim itive unit 
cell between two phases is about 107 mRy. The dependence of Gibbs free energy for 
two phases on pressure is plotted in Figure 4.2. The crossover point of Gibbs energy 
curves for two phases gives the theoretical transition pressure. Table 4.3 compares 
the transition param eters in the present calculations and other reports as well as 
experiment.
Our calculations indicate th a t SiC transforms from zincblende phase to rocksalt 
phase at around 0.65 M bar, the volume of zincblende phase a t transition is about 82% 
of its equilibrium volume a t am bient pressure, and the volume reduction accompa­
nied by the transition is around 20%. These results are in good agreement w ith other 
LDA calculations and the percentage of volume reduction around transition pressure 
is close to experiment. However, the transition pressure and the  volume of 3C phase 
before transition differ considerably from the  experimental data. W hen comparing 
the theoretical predictions of transition pressure and volume with the experim ent, one 
should bear in mind th a t the experimental transition pressures obtained in diamond- 
anvil are for the forward transition (from zincblende phase to  rocksalt phase), where 
an excess pressure beyond the equilibrium value appears and is included in mea­
surements [163,178], while the theoretical predictions are made for therm odynam ic 
equilibrium. Unfortunately, Yoshida et al. [163] did not give an estim ate of m agnitude 
of th e  excess pressure in their measurements.
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Table 4.2: Equilibrium  state  properties of 3C-SiC. The equilibrium  lattice constant, 
bulk modulus and its pressure derivative are represented by ao, Bo, and B 0, respec­
tively.
a (A) B 0 (Mbar) B'o
Pressure range 
(Mbax)
Chang et al.a 4.361 2 . 1 2 3.7
Lambrecht et al.b 4.315 2.23 3.8
Karch et al.° 4.345 2 . 2 2 3.88
Present 4.360 2 . 1 0 3.71
Experim ent 
3 C
QH,15R
4.360*
2.24e
2.234'
2.259
2.27± 0.03* 
2.48± 0.09*' 
2.24± 0.039
4.1 ±  Q.lQh 
3.7 ±  0.3’' 
4 .3± 0.3J
0.425
0.25
0.45
3 C fiH 2.60±0.09* 2.9±0.3* 0.95
0  Ref. [168].
6 Ref. [169]. 
c Ref. [35].
* Ref. [170].
e Yean et al. [171].
* Schreiber et al. [172].
9  R. D. Carnahan [173].
h Aleksandrov et al. [174]. 
‘ Strosser et al. [175].
9  Goncharov et al. [162], 
k Yoshida et al. [163].
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Figure 4.1: Calculated to tal energy vs. variations of volume per prim itive unit cell 
for zincblende and rocksalt phases. Note the energy values have been shifted by a 
constant. The dashed line is the common tangent line of the  two curves, which indi­
cates the  phase transition. For rocksalt SiC, the lattice constant, bulk modulus and 
its pressure derivative are determ ined to  be 4.04 A, 2 . 2 1  M bar and 4.41, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Calculated Gibbs free energy under pressure for zincblende and rocksalt 
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the energy values have been shifted by a constant. The crossover of two curves gives 
phase transition pressure.
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Table 4.3: Transitional param eters from zincblende structure to  rocksalt structure for 
SiC. V< is the volume of zincblende (3C) phase at transition, and Vo is the volume 
at am bient pressure. A V /V q denotes the percentage of volume reduction when the 
transition occurs.
Pressure
(Mbar)
V ,/V 0 A V /V o  (%)
Calculations
Present 0.65 0.817 2 0 . 2
Chang et al. 0 0 . 6 6 0.81 18.5
Cheong et al.b 0.60 0.825
Christensen et al.c 0.59 0.84d 19d
Experiment® 1 . 0 0 0.757 20.3
° Ref. [168]
6 Ref. [176] 
c Ref. [177]
d Quoted from Ref. [163], in which the authors derived these numbers from Fig.12 of 
Ref. [177]
* Yoshida et al. [163]
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4.4 Z*, eoo, Phonon Dispersions and Elastic Con­
stants
The Born effective charges Z* and are calculated at small q  wavevector 
0.01(1 1 1)^-, where a is la ttice constant. Table 4.4 presents our results a t experi­
m ental equilibrium volume. The Born effective charges Z*(Si) and Z*(C) have con­
verged be tte r than  one percent when 28 special fc-point set in irreducible BZ, which 
correspond to  (12 12 12) uniform fc-point mesh, is used to sample the BZ integration. 
Theoretically, Z*(Si) and Z*(C) have the same m agnitude and opposite signs, which 
is required by the acoustic sum rule. The slight violation to  this rule here arises from 
the finite fc-point sampling. However, good results can be obtained w ith few k  points 
by taking the  average of the  magnitudes of Z*(Si) and Z*(C). [20] The averaging is 
also helpful to  reduce the effect of a small but finite wavevector. We have used a 
slightly larger wavevector q = 0 .0 2 (l 1  1 )^ - to  check the behavior of this effect and 
observed th a t the splitting between the m agnitudes of Z*(Si) and Z*(C) increases 
slightly as q  deviates further from zero, i.e. Z*(Si) becomes larger while Z*(C) be­
comes more negative. Of course, the effect from the use of small wavevector can be 
reduced by simply choosing a smaller wavevector in computation. Table 4.4 shows 
our calculations give Born effective charge in excellent agreement w ith experim ent 
but the  static  dielectric constant is about 7% too large. O ur results are consistent 
w ith the linear response calculations by Karch et al. with plane wave basis set [35].
Table 4.5 compares our calculated phonon frequencies with those of Karch et 
al. [35] and w ith experim ent. Our calculated frequencies are systematically about a
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Table 4.4: Calculated Born effective charges Z* and a t the equilibrium state  of 
3C- SiC.
Z*(Si) Z*(C) iz 'rsm +izvoi2 Coo
Present 
2  fc-point set 
1 0  fc-point set 
28 fc-point set
2.428
2.701
2.709
-3.392
-2.716
-2.693
2.910
2.708
2.701
9.426
7.137
7.005
Karch et al.a 2.72 6.97
Experiment 2.6976 6.52c
0  Ref. [35]. 
b Ref. [179]. 
c Ref. [170].
couple of percent smaller than  those of Ref. [35]. This is perhaps due in part to  the 
difference in the equilibrium volume used in the two calculations. They used a  smaller 
LDA equilibrium volume which is expected to  yield stiffer vibrational frequencies.
The phonon dispersions in three high sym m etry directions, A [if 0 0], E [f f  0] 
and A[f f  <f], are plotted in Figure 4.3. For points along the  A[f f  f] direction, 
we obtained the dynamical matrices by i) the long-ranged Coulomb interaction th a t 
can be taken into account analytically with Ewald technique [107,108], and ii) the 
short-ranged real space force constants obtained from dynam ical matrices of (4 4 4) 
phonon wavevector mesh. But in A[f00] and £[f£0] directions, we have calculated 
the dynamical matrices at additional points, which correspond to  ( 8  8  8 ) face center 
cubic (fee) mesh, and used the one-dimensional interplanax force constants techniques. 
[181] The ( 8  8  8 ) mesh turns out to improve the dispersion in the  acoustic region.
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Table 4.5: Theoretical and experm ental phonon frequencies (cm-1 ) in 3(7-810.
Modes Present Karch et al.a Experim ent6
TO(T) 774 783 796
LO(T) 945 956 972
TA(X) 361 366 373
LA(X) 622 629 640
TO(X) 741 755 761
LO(X) 807 829 829
TA(L) 257 261 266
LA(L) 601 610 610
TO(L) 747 766 766
LO(L) 817 838 838
“ Karch et al. Ref. [35].
6 Ref. [164,180].
No neutron scattering data  for zincblende SiC is available because it is difficult to 
grow 3(7-SiC single crystal to a size big enough for such measurement. The filled 
squares in Figure 4.3 are experim ental phonon frequency d a ta  from R am an scattering 
measurement. The experim ental data on the BZ boundary (X and L) are obtained 
from second-order Ram an scattering [180]. Others are first-order Ram an data  from 
hexagonal and rhom bohedral polytypes, which have been unfolded into larger 3(7-SiC 
Brillouin zone. [164] The excellent agreement between theory and experim ent shows 
tha t th e  different stacking sequences have little  influence on the  vibrational properties. 
As mentioned, the  calculated phonon frequencies of Karch et al. [35] on 2H - and 4H - 
SiC directly support this conclusion. As shown in Figure 4.3 the transverse acoustic 
phonon dispersion near the BZ boundary of SiC does not show the  flatness th a t
appears in CuCl and other typical tetrahedral semiconductors. The strong chemical 
bond between Si and C leads to  unusually high optical phonon frequencies as well as 
high acoustic phonon frequencies near boundary. Compared with GaAs, which is a 
typical semiconductor with the same structure, the phonon frequencies of TO(T) and 
LO(r) in SiC axe about 2 or 3 times higher. This is consistent with the  macroscopic 
properties of SiC such as outstanding mechanical hardness and extrem e stability 
under high tem perature. The LAPW theoretical LO-TO splitting a t zone center 
is 171 cm -1, which is much larger than th a t in GaAs (22cm-1) [20]. There are 
several reasons for this: i) the Born effective charge in SiC is 30% bigger than  th a t in 
GaAs ( Z*=2.07 [20] ), ii) the static dielectric constant of SiC is only 60% of GaAs ( 
Coo=10.9 [2 0 ] ), iii) the volume of unit cell of SiC is only 46% of GaAs (a=5.65 A )  [20], 
and, m ost im portantly, iv) the reduced mass of Si and C is merely 8.4131 a.u., much 
smaller than  the reduced mass of Ga and As, 36.113 a.u.
As by-products, the elastic constants can be extracted from the calculated 
acoustic phonon dispersions. For cubic structure, the elastic constants C4 4  and C n  
axe simply related to the velocities of the transverse and longitudinal plane waves in 
[1 0  0 ] direction as follows [182]:
ur[100] =  i / ^ ,  (4.1)
V P
uL[100] =  (4.2)
where p is the density of mass of SiC. The velocities of ut[100] and t>£,[100] can be
obtained from the slopes of acoustic transverse and longitudinal phonon dispersions
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at zone center in [ 1  0  0 ] direction, since
» j [ 1 0 0 ]  =  ^  ( 4 . 3 )
where uij is the angular frequency of j-th  branch phonon and k  is the  m agnitude of 
the corresponding wavevector. Similarly, the elastic constant C 1 2  can be obtained 
from the relationship [182]
=  ( 4 . 4 )
where d t,  is the velocity of the  transverse wave w ith atom ic displacement along 
[ 1  - 1  0 ], which corresponds to the lowest acoustic branch in £  direction, i.e. [ 1  1  0 ]. 
When these elastic constants are already available, the bulk modulus B 0 is accessible 
by [183]
B o  =  C n + 3 2 C n .  ( 4 . 5 )
The transverse sound velocity shows directional dependence in 3C-SiC, demon­
strating th a t it is not an isotropic m aterial. The fact th a t the interatom ic forces in 
3C-SiC are highly noncentral suggests the elastic constants do not satisfy the Cauchy 
relation (i.e. C 1 2  =  C4 4 ).
Table 4.6 presents the elastic constants and the bulk modulus extracted from 
the above procedure by us and calculated by other groups w ith various methods. Our 
results agree w ith experiment w ithin a few percent and are systematically slightly 
smaller than  the  calculations by Karch et al. [35] due again in part to  the  use of 
slightly different lattice constants. The bulk modulus Bo found from elastic constants 
is consistent w ith our result from to tal energy calculations in previous section.
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Table 4.6: Elastic constants and bulk modulus (in units of Mbar) of 3C*-SiC.
C4 4 C n C 1 2 B
Present 2.41 3.84 1.32 2.16
Karch et al.a 2.53 3.90 1.34 2.19
Lambrecht et al.b 2.87 4.20 1.26 2.24
E xpt.c 2.56 3.90 1.42 2.25
° Karch et al. Ref. [35]. 
b Lambrecht et al. Ref. [169]
c The experim ental data  are derived by Lambrecht et al. [169] from the sound velocities 
of Feldman et al. [164].
Owing to the lack of sufficient experim ental data to fit, the phonon dispersions 
given by empirical models achieved lim ited success. [184-186] Cheng et al. incorpo­
rated the  results from LDA density functional calculations, i.e. the phonon frequencies 
and eigenvectors at X and L points, into a shell-model in fitting the available m ea­
sured phonon frequencies. [54] Using the shell-model force constants of Cheng et al. 
[54], W indl et al. found the dispersion curves along the m ain sym m etry directions 
are fairly reproduced, but the overtone density of states differ significantly from th a t 
of the full ab in itio  calculations and the model fails to  describe the second-order scat­
tering. However, the  ab in itio  calculations are dem onstrated to  agree well w ith the 
experim ental scattering intensities. [187]
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Figure 4.3: Phonon dispersion curves of 3C-SiC. Calculated phonon frequencies of 
3C-SiC at experim ental lattice constant (solid lines). The filled square symbols are 
experim ental data  (see text).
4.5 Properties Under Pressure
We now tu rn  to the pressure or volume dependence of the  calculated properties. 
Gruneisen’s param eter, which is defined as
Vdu>
7 _  u> dV ’
is a quantity  to  describe the  dependence of phonon mode frequency on pressure. 
Table 4.7 presents calculated Griineisen’s param eters at the T, X  and L  points in the 
BZ. Our calculations also appear to  be in good agreement w ith Karch et al. [35] as 
presented in their Fig. 9. In the tex t of th a t paper, they give the numerical value of 
one Gruneisen’s param eter, -)t a { X )  =  0.13, which is in very good agreement with our 
value of 0.12. The experim ental results of Olego et al. [179,180] and of Aleksandrov et 
al. [174] are presented for comparison. In the former work, th e  Gruneisen’s param eters 
were calculated from their experim ental volume dependence using a bulk modulus of 
3.219 M bar (the average of Si and diamond C [179]). This value is likely to be 
too large, as discussed above. The experimental data  from Olego et al. given in 
Table 4.7 are converted from their results, assuming our theoretical bulk modulus. 
While a generally good agreement is seen between our calculations and experiment, 
a  significant discrepancy exists for the LA mode at the L-point. The experiment of 
Olego et al. gave a negative value, in contrast with our theoretical prediction and 
th a t of Karch et al.
Interested by the negative Gruneisen’s param eter of TA(L) mode at ambient 
pressure, we calculated the  phonon spectra of L point at a  smaller lattice constant 
4.16 A, which corresponds to  pressure around 0.38 Mbar. The frequencies for TA, 
LA, TO and LO modes are 249, 675, 890, and 959 cm-1, respectively. Compared to
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Table 4.7: Gruneisen’s param eters of phonon modes in 3(7-SiC.
Present O ther Cal. Expt.
TO(r) 1.07 1.03° 1 .0 2 ° 1 .1 0 2 *
LO(r) 1 . 0 2 1.01“ 1.091*
TA(X) 0.12 0.13rf
LA(X) 0.82
TO(X) 1.46 1.30“
LO(X) 1.16
TA(L) -0.13 -0.28“
LA(L) 0.90 0.94d -0 .1 1 “
TO(L) 1.31 1.24°
LO(L) 1.15 1.30“
0  Converted from the experim ental data  of Olego e t  al. [179,180] using our theoretical 
equation of state.
6 Aleksandrov e t  al. [174]. 
c Cheong e t  al. [176].
d Estim ated from Fig. 9 of Karch e t  a l. [35]
the equilibrium volume case, the m agnitude of the decrease of TA(L) mode frequency 
is ju s t 8  cm -1 , which is too small to  support the speculation by Goncharov e t  a l. [162] 
th a t the  softening of TA mode could associate w ith a structural instability.
Table 4.8 presents our calculated volume dependence of Born effective charge 
Z*, dielectric constant Coo, frequencies of LO and TO modes and LO-TO splitting at 
T point in 3C-SiC. The frequencies u>l o  are obtained from the  calculated u j t o , too, 
Z*, and the volume of the prim itive unit cell v ,  using Eq. (3.5). u>l o  can also be 
obtained directly from linear response calculations for the  full dynam ical m atrix  at 
a small wavevector, ju s t as what we have done a t usual phonon wavevectors. Two
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Table 4.8: The calculated Born effective charge Z*, dielectric constant £<*,, and LO- 
TO splitting in 3(7-SiC under pressure. The lattice param eter a is in atomic unit 
(a.u.) and frequencies u> are in cm-1.
a Z* £ 0 0 WTO WLO UlLO — WTO
8.339 2.676 7.111 744 910 166
8.239 2.701 7.005 775 945 171
8.157 2.721 6.927 800 975 175
8.069 2.744 6.852 831 1 0 1 0 179
8 . 0 0 0 2.761 6.800 855 1038 183
7.864 2.793 6.707 905 1094 189
7.610 2.850 6.575 1015 1214 199
m ethods have been tested to give results in good agreement as expected.
Table 4.9 compares the fitted equations of zone center phonon frequencies of 
SiC under pressure in quadratic form, w =  cq + C\P +  c2P 2. The calculated pressure 
as a  function of volume was determined by fitting the volume dependence of the 
to tal energy to  the M urnaghan equation of sta te  [188]. As mentioned above, our 
frequencies Co at ambient pressure are a few percent smaller than  experiment. For 
the low pressure range (P  ~0.25 Mbar, i.e. 25 GPa) fitting, our first order pressure 
term  coefficients c\ are close to the experiment, while the  second order coefficients 
exhibit some difference. Note the experimental C2  have larger relative uncertainty 
and th e  second order term s c2P 2 give only small contributions to u>. W hen we fit to 
higher pressure range (up to P  ~  0.95 M bar, i.e. 95 GPa), the coefficients c\ change 
up to  10%, while c2  changes drastically. Table 4.9 also presents the corresponding 
fitting equations for 6/7-SiC up to 0.95 Mbar given by Liu and Vohra [151]. The 
coefficients c\ in their quadratic fits appear different from our results for 3C-SiC by
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up to  25%, bu t c-i are pretty  close. The specific analysis of fitting quality of w ro and 
u>l o  is unavailable in Ref. [151]. Nevertheless, Fig. 2 in Ref. [151] indicates da ta  for 
LO-TO splitting are scattered around with uncertainty up to  8  cm -1 , or 4%. We will 
return to  this crucial point below.
Fig. 4.4 compares the pressure dependence of our results for SC-SiC w ith the 
results of Liu and Vohra [151] for 6 i/-SiC . The calculated Born effective charge is 
seen to  monotonically increase w ith increasing pressure, and there is no evidence of a 
relative m axim um  as is in the results of Ref. [151]. There are several possible sources 
for the apparently large discrepancy between theory and experim ent in Figure 4.4. 
Experimentally, the pressure dependence of the  Born effective charge was obtained 
from the  measured LO-TO splitting via Eq. (3.5). The LO-TO splitting is the quantity  
tha t is directly measured. In order to extract the pressure dependence of the  effective 
charge from the measured LO-TO splitting, two additional pieces of inform ation 
were required: i) an estim ate of the volume dependence of Coo, and ii) the  use of an 
equation of sta te  to derive the volume from the measured pressure. By contrast, in the 
theoretical calculations, the volume dependence of Z m, £<*,, and loto are determ ined 
independently.
The volume dependence of has apparently never been m easured for SiC. 
Liu and Vohra followed Olego et al. [179] in using the following expression,
— fg?- =  r (4 7)
OlnV ’ 1 '
with r  =  0.6 for this range of pressures, citing earlier work on both  Si and C th a t 
report this dependence. We summarize the available data  of volume dependence of 
£oo of Si and diamond C in Table 4.10. Some data  are converted from their pressure
Table 4.9: F itted  equations of u>t o  and u l o  for SiC under pressure. Frquencies are in cm 1 and pressure P  in 
GPa. The digits in the brakets denote the tolerance in experimental fits. Note: “Ref. [176] ,b Ref. [179], cRef. [151].
OJTO ULO
3C-SiC
F itted  up to  ~  25 GPa 
Present 
Cheong et al.a 
E xp t . 6
774.2+4.08 P  - 0.0177 P 2  
766.4+4.13 P  - 0.0234 P 2  
796.2(3)+3.88(8)P -0.022(4) P 2
946.5+4.88 P  - 0.051 P 2 
972.7(3)+4.75(9)P-0.025(4) P 2
3C7-SiC
F itted  up to  ~  95 G Pa 
Present 774.1+3.92 P-0.0114 P 2 944.3+4.37 P  -0.0127 P 2
6 ff-SiC
F itted  up to  ~  95 G Pa 
E xpt.c 789.2+3.11P -0.009 P 2 970.1+3.83 P-0.013 P 2
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dependence using
Slneoo _ „  d ine ,*
flln V  “  ~  d P  ’
where the bulk modulus B 0  is 0.99 Mbax for Si and 4.52 for diamond C [170]. There 
is considerable spread in the experimental data in Table 4.10. Goni et al. [189] have 
reviewed the  volume dependence of the refractive index of Ge and GaAs. Their Table 
II shows large differences between various measurements of the volume derivative of 
£co in Eq. (4.7). Thus, the  use of the scaling relation, Eq. (4.7), and the  particular 
value r  =  0 . 6  m ust be regarded as a weak link in the experim ental analysis of the 
volume dependence of the Born effective charge in SiC. Furtherm ore, our calculations 
indicate th a t this scaling relation is not a particularly good fit to  the  actual volume 
dependence. This is indicated in Fig.4.5, which compares several choices of scaling 
relation, Eq. (4.7), with the calculated volume dependence of £<»• Actually the value 
of r in Eq. (4.7) is volume-dependent. We extracted r  a t low pressure from the 
calculated £oo(V) curve and found it to  be 0.39. As shown in Figure 4.5, r  =  0.39 
gives the best fit at low pressure (or small volume compression), bu t the  fit gets worse 
when the pressure goes higher.
Finally, Liu and Vohra used the Birch-Murnaghan equation of state, using 
values of the bulk modulus, B  =  2.60 M bar, and its pressure derivative, B '  =  2.9, 
given by Yoshida et al. [163]. Their bulk modulus is 10 - 20 % larger than  other 
m easured values, and their pressure derivative is about 20 - 35% smaller.
The LO-TO splitting measured by Liu and Vohra [151] for 6 /7-SiC changes 15% 
when pressure is applied from zero to 0.95 Mbar. But the  change in Born effective 
charge Z* is only 1.5 %, one order of m agnitude smaller in the same pressure range.
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Table 4.10: Volume dependence of the dielectric constant, r  =  <91n£oo/dln V,  of Si 
and diamond C from literature and the present work.
Si C (diamond)
Expt. 0.28±12%° 0.48±8%ei/
0.23±5%6
0.6±67%c 0 .6 s
0.4±25%c
LDA Cal.
Levine et al.d 0.41
Present 0.42 0.27
°Ref. [190].
6 Ref. [191,192].
°Ref. [193]. 
dRef. [194]. 
eRef. [195].
5 Ref. [196].
9 Quoted by Olego et al. [179] (B 0 =5.77 Mbar was used).
Thus, the LO-TO splitting is greatly dominated by the pressure dependence of £<*> 
and volume. This is equivalent to  stating th a t the saturation phenomenon of the  
Born effective charge reported by Ref. [151], in which the  change of Z* is actually 
in the same order as the uncertainty of experimental phonon frequencies, can be 
easily overwhelmed by the errors in the estim ate of param eters £<*, and volume under 
pressure.
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Figure 4.4: The volume dependence of Born effective charge calculated for 3(7-SiC 
(solid line). The dashed line is the Born effective charge reported by Liu and Vohra 
[151] for 6 H-SiC. Note VO is the volume at am bient pressure.
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Figure 4.5: Solid line is the calculated dielectric constant eooCV) of 3C7-SiC. Dashed 
lines are the extrapolations with various choices of r in Eq. (4.7). Note VO is the 
volume at am bient pressure.
4.6 Summary
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In this Chapter, we have calculated the ground sta te  properties of 3C-SiC. 
The lattice constant, bulk modulus and pressure derivative of bulk modulus of 3(7- 
SiC agree well with experiment and other groups’ LDA calculations . T he transition 
pressure from zincblende phase to rocksalt phase is determ ined to  be 0.65 M bar, which 
is close to other theoretical results but lower than the reported experim ental value 
(1.00 Mbar). The discrepancy is due in part to  the fact th a t the experim ental transi­
tion pressure obtained by diamond-anvil technique is for the  forward transition (from 
zincblende phase to  rocksalt phase), which needs an excess pressure [163,178] be­
yond the equilibrium value. The cohesive energy per prim itive unit cell of zincblende 
phase is greater than th a t of rocksalt phase by 107 mRy. The calculated Born effec­
tive charge Z* is in excellent agreement with experiment, bu t the dielectric constant 
is 7% too big. The phonon dispersions and the elastic constants agree w ith available 
experiment data, dem onstrating th a t different stacking sequences in silicon carbides 
have little  influence on the vibrational properties. The experim ental G runeisen’s 
param eters are well reproduced, and predictions are given for those experim entally 
unavailable. In 3(7-SiC, we find tha t i) the dielectric constant £<*, decreases with 
increasing pressure, and ii) the Born effective charge increases monotonically w ith 
pressure, w ithout any evidence of a relative maximum as reported in 677-SiC by 
Liu and Vohra [151]. After analyzing the input da ta  in extracting th e  experim ental 
Born effective charges Z* of 6H -SiC in Ref. [151], we suggest th a t the  saturation 
phenomenon of Z* reported by Ref. [151] is due to approxim ation in th e  assumed de­
pendence of dielectric constant £<*, on pressure, the use of a special set of experim ental
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data  of Bo and B0) and the uncertainty in measured phonon frequencies, especially 
at high pressure.
Chapter 5
Lattice Dynam ics of KNbC>3
5.1 Introduction
There exist a great num ber of experimental and theoretical studies on the 
interesting properties of ferroelectrics, motivated by both curiosity to  understand the 
mechanism underlying the ferroelectric phase transitions and by their im portance in 
a  wide range of applications. [197] Among the ferroelectrics, the  perovskite oxides 
ABO 3 , where A and B are m etal atoms, present a special opportunity for scientific 
study owing to their simple crystal structure. The unit cell of perfect perovskite 
structure ABO 3  w ith cubic sym m etry is shown in Figure 5.1, with the B atom  residing 
at the center of cube, the A atom  at corner and three oxygen atoms a t the face centers. 
KNbOs, an extensively-studied prototypical m aterial in this family of compounds, can 
exemplify their common phase transition behavior. It has four phases and undergoes 
three successive phase transitions [198] when the tem perature is decreased: a t 701 K, 
it transforms from a paraelectric cubic phase to  a ferroelectric tetragonal phase w ith
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the macroscopic polarization along [10 0]; a t 488 K , it transforms to  an orthorhombic 
phase w ith th e  polarization along a cube edge direction [1 1 0]; and a t 210 K, it 
changes to be a  rhombohedral structure with the  polarization along a  cube diagonal 
direction [1 1 1 ]. On heating the phase transition series are reversed and the  critical 
tem peratures become 265 K, 493 K and 704K, respectively.
Figure 5.1: The structure of cubic perovskite compounds ABO 3 . Atoms of A, B, 
and 0  are represented by the large solid circle, small solid circle, and shaded circles, 
respectively.
Two models have been proposed to  describe the  mechanism in the ferroelectric 
transitions. In the eight-site model, there exist potential m inim a for Nb atom s along
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eight equivalent cube diagonals. W hen tem perature is changed, Nb atom s ordering on 
these sites results in the distinctive phases: in the paxaelectric cubic phase, Nb atoms 
are fully disordered among these eight sites without any preference; in the tetragonal 
phase, four out of eight sites are preferentially occupied by Nb atoms, yielding a 
net polarization along [1 0 0] direction; in the orthorhombic phase, Nb atoms occupy 
only two adjacent sites, yielding a net polarization along [ 1  1  0 ] direction; in the 
rhombohedral phase, the structure becomes completely ordered. In this order-disorder 
picture, precursor short range order exists with atomic distortions already present 
above transition tem perature T c although there is no long range order. However, in 
the alternative soft-mode model, a displacive picture is proposed to  explain the phase 
transitions by the freezing out, one by one, of three soft transverse optical phonon 
modes as the tem perature is lowered. A soft phonon m ode condenses at transition 
tem perature T c, with the m agnitude of the atomic distortions increasing below T c. 
Experim ental evidences in favor of order-disorder [199,200] and displacive [201,202] 
transition character have been reported, leaving the controversial debate still open. 
It is quite possible, however, th a t the correct understanding of the real ferroelectric 
transitions should involve a combination of pictures provided by these two models.
The complications in both  experimental and theoretical studies in the inves­
tigations of the nature of ferroelectric transitions arise from two related aspects: 
the atom ic displacements and the energy differences involved in the transitions axe 
very small. Both transition and macroscopic polarization exhibit strong sensitivity 
to chemical compositions, defects, electrical boundary conditions, details of domain 
structure, and stresses, etc. This sensitivity stems from the fact th a t the ferro-
electricity results from a delicate balance between the long-range electro-static ionic 
interactions, which favor a  ferroelectric state, and short-range repulsions which favor 
a  cubic phase. Nevertheless, considerable insight has been gained recently into the 
microscopic mechanism for the ferroelectric instability in the  perovskite ferroelectrics 
such as BaTiOa and KNbOa from first principles calculations based on the  local den­
sity functional theory. [41,42,138,203-210] Cohen and Krakauer [203] first performed 
a series of to tal energy calculations on BaTiOa using LAPW  m ethod and showed 
th a t the cubic phase is unstable with respect to  zone-center distortions, in agree­
ment w ith the fact tha t experim ents have observed ferroelectric transition in this 
m aterial. Cohen [138] highlighted th a t the hybridizations between oxygen 2p and 
transition m etal titan ium  3d electrons is an im portant feature for driving the ferro­
electric instability in BaTiOa and PbTiOa. King-Smith and Vanderbilt [209] carried 
out system atic calculations of to tal energy surface for zone-center distortions for eight 
perovskite oxides. Postnikov et al. [206-208] investigated th e  ground sta te  structure 
of KNbOa and calculated the transverse optic phonon modes at the zone center for 
cubic, tetragonal and orthorhom bic structures. W ith  the use of an effective Hamilto­
nian constructed from first principles calculations, Zhong, Vanderbilt and Rabe [211] 
obtained for BaTiOa the phase sequence, transition tem peratures, la ten t heats, and 
spontaneous polarizations which are in good agreement w ith experiments. Using the 
powerful linear response density functional m ethod, Yu, Krakauer and Wang [41,42] 
obtained a complete m apping in the Brillouin zone of the  structural instability for 
cubic KNbOa, which reveals a pronounced planar character. In real space, these 
correspond to chains along the <1 0 0> directions of Nb atom s coherently displaced
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along the chain direction. The shortest length of the chains is estim ated to  be about 
five lattice constant, 5a ~  2 0  A, in agreement with experim ental observation [2 1 2 ]. 
However, the  investigations have also raised a caution about the  validity of the  local 
density approxim ation (LDA). Singh and Boyer [204] find th e  ferroelectric instabili­
ties in KNbC> 3  are quite sensitive to volume, suggesting th a t the  typical tendency of 
LDA to  underestim ate the volume can lead to  large differences in the  energy surface 
for ferroelectric distortions.
In this chapter, the ground state structure of KNbOa is first determ ined by 
minimizing the forces acting on the relaxed atoms. Then we calculate Born effective 
charge tensors and dielectric tensors for both  cubic and rhom bohedral structures, 
dem onstrating the sensitive dependence of polarizability on th e  atomic displacements 
involved in the perovskite ferroelectric transitions. Finally, we present the  calculations 
of the zone-center phonon modes also for cubic and rhombohedral structures. Special 
attention is paid to the convergence problem in the LDA calculations through the 
whole chapter.
5.2 M ethods
We perform all to tal energy, forces, and linear response calculations w ith the 
LAPW  basis set coupled with Kerker type pseudopotentials [93]. Two window par­
titioning is used to obtain the variational wavefunctions. A set of energy param eters 
Ej is chosen for each window to calculate the states in  it as accurately as possible. 
For KNbOa, the shallow semicore orbitals K(3s) and Nb(4s,4p) are trea ted  as valence 
states, and are included in the lower window while th e  o ther bands are trea ted  in
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Table 5.1: Correspondence of uniform fc-point meshs to the  num ber of special ^-points 
in irreducible Brillouin zone (IBZ).
uniform mesh Number of special Appoints 
for cubic structure
Number of special Appoints 
for rhombohedral structure
(4 4 4) 4 1 0
( 6  6  6 ) 1 0 2 0
( 8  8  8 ) 2 0 35
the upper window. The W igner interpolation formula [56] is used for the exchange- 
correlation potential, and uniform k-point meshes [83-85] are used to sample the 
Brillouin zone integration. Table 5.1 lists the number of special fc-points in th e  ir­
reducible BZ wedges for cubic and rhombohedral structures corresponding to  the 
uniform fc-point meshes used in our calculations.
The convergence on the k-point sets and number of LAPW  basis functions will 
be discussed later in the subsequent sections.
The lattice constant of the equilibrium state determ ined from to ta l energy 
calculations is 4.000 A ,  slightly smaller than the experimental value 4.016 A.  [198] 
The bulk modulus is found to  be 192 GPa, consistent w ith the  previous result 195 GPa 
reported by Singh and Boyer [204] using a local orbital extension LAPW  m ethod [213]. 
The bulk modulus pressure derivative is 3.1.
All calculations below are performed at the experimental lattice constant.
5.3 Ground State Structure
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The first thing we want to do is to determine the ground s ta te  structure a t low 
tem perature for KNbOa from LDA calculations. The problem is essentially equivalent 
to finding the  geometry of the system with the lowest energy. One can carry out the 
to tal energy calculations for a large number of geometric configurations and m ap out 
the energy surface w ith some interpolation procedure, then identify the lowest energy 
structure as the ground sta te  structure. Another strategy is to  access th e  ground 
state  by minimizing the forces on all atoms. We can calculate the  forces on atoms 
in one configuration and then displace them  in the forces’ directions, finally yielding 
a configuration with forces on all atoms essentially zero. Since the  force inform ation 
reduces greatly the number of configurations th a t have to  be calculated, the  second 
approach is much more efficient in practice.
We trea t the Bravais lattice of KNbOa as cubic when the tem perature is lowered 
below the last transition, i.e. the tem perature range for the existence of rhombohedral 
structure. This approxim ation is based on the  observation of experim ent th a t the 
angles of rhombohedral unit cell a  = (3 = 7  differ from 90° by merely 11* [214], This 
treatm ent is also supported from LDA calculations performed by Cohen and Krakauer 
[203] who find the effect of rhombohedral stain on the to ta l energy is negligibly small 
in BaTiOa, a m aterial which has similar structures and transition series to  KNbOa, 
and the  strain  angle is 13* there.
We relax the atomic positions subject to  rhombohedral structure sym m etry
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C3v, w ith three independent param eters A*-, A m  and A o to  be determined,
K : ( |  +  A k
<
1+
Nb  : ( Ajv6 A m A m
O n ( 5  +  A  0 0 0
0 2 : ( 0 |  +  A o 0
0 3 : ( 0 0 \  + A  0
where coordinates are in units of lattice constant and the positions of O2 and O3 axe 
related to  0 1  by symmetry.
The muffin-tin radii are chosen to be 2.50 a.u., 1.92 a.u. and 1.58 a.u. for 
K, Nb and O, respectively. The kinetic energy cutoff is 22.5 Ry., which generates 
about 810 LAPW  basis functions and energy difference converges to better than  5%. 
However the results show strong sensitivity to the fc-point sampling for BZ integration. 
Table 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 present the total energy and forces calculations for different 
configurations with three sets of fc-point meshes and the corresponding ground state 
structures are underlined. The forces on O2 and O3 can be readily obtained from the 
forces on 0 1 by sym m etry consideration, for instance, Fy(0 2 ) =  P*(0 3 ) =  Fx{0 \) .
Atomic positions can also be expressed w ith reference to Nb without any loss 
of generality. The new coordinates for each atom  become as follows (in unit of la ttice 
constant):
K  : ( |  + X2+ S k
Nbx ( ° 0 0
O n ( i  + s i Su Sir
0 2  • ( SIt ! +  f j Su
03 : ( 5U 5n 1  +  5/
Table 5.2: Total energy and forces for various configurations of KNbOa in determining its ground state structure 
using (4 4 4) k-point mesh. For simplicity, the to tal energy is shifted by a constant. All coordinates axe in units 
of lattice constant.
A * &Nb A  o E Fk F m F«(Oi) Fy(0{)
(1 1 1 ) (1 1 1 ) or F ^ O t)
a ( l  1  1 ) a ( 1  1  1 ) a ( l  1  1 ) (m Ry) (m R y/a .u ) (m R y / a.u.) (m R y / a.u.) (m R y  /  a.u.)
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 -8.097 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0.007 0 . 0 0 0 -8.130
0 . 0 0 0 0.015 0 . 0 0 0 -8.071
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 2 0 0 . 0 0 0 -7.749
0 . 0 0 0 0.025 0 . 0 0 0 -6.970
0.016 0.025 -0 . 0 0 1 -8.474 -0.28 -3.04 0.28 1.38
0.016 0.015 -0 . 0 0 1 -8.406 -3.67 4.93 -2.74 0.64
0.015 0 . 0 2 0 0 . 0 0 0 -8.681 -1.34 1 . 8 6 -4.09 1.67
0.015 0 . 0 2 0 -0 . 0 0 1 -8.717 -1.52 1.42 -2 . 1 1 0.92
0.015 0 . 0 2 0 -0 . 0 0 2 -8.709 -1.53 1.25 -0.29 0.18
0.013 0.0214 -0 . 0 0 2 -8.704 -0.08 -0 . 6 8 0 . 0 2 0 . 2 0
0.015 0.0214 -0 . 0 0 2 -8.684 -1 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 0 . 2 2 0.30
0.014 0.0214 -0 . 0 0 2 -8.700 -0.46 -0.34 0.13 0.27
0.013 0.0209 - 0 . 0 0 2 -8.726 -0 .13 -0 .2 4 -0 .13 0.14
toCl
Table 5.3: Total energy and forces for various configurations of KNb0 3  in determining its ground state structure 
using ( 6  6  6  ) k-point mesh. The to tal energy is shifted by a  constant. All coordinates are in units of lattice 
constant. The experimental structure determined by Hewat [214] is also used as one set of input data  and is 
denoted with superscript °.
A * Aj A  o E Fk F m F*(Oi) Fy(Oi)
(1 1 1 ) ( 1 1 1 ) or Fz(0{)
o ( 1  1  1 ) a ( l  1  1 ) a ( l  1  1 ) (m Ry) (m R y  /  a.u.) (m Ry/a .u .) (m R y /a s ) (m R y /  a.u.)
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 -6.196 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0.025 0 . 0 0 0 -6.519 8.49 -5.59 -4.24 0.63
0 . 0 1 0 0.025 0 . 0 0 0 -7.854 3.12 -1.34 -3.19 0.55
-0 . 0 1 0 0.025 0 . 0 0 0 -3.953 13.31 -8.35 -5.24 -0.16
0.015 0.025 0 . 0 0 0 -8.067 0.23 0.53 -2.73 0.81
0.015 0.025 -0.005 -7.454 0.19 -3.88 9.43 -2.85
0.015 0.025 -0 . 0 0 2 -7.993 0.16 -0.13 2 . 1 1 -0 . 6 6
0.015 0.025 -0 . 0 0 1 -8.057 0.38 -0.33 -0.42 0.06
0.016 0.025 - 0 . 0 0 1 -8.060 0.16 0.03 -0 .33 0 . 1 1
E xpt.“ Expt.° Expt.a -6.928 -0.76 10.78 -11.23 0.76
CO-4
Table 5.4: Total energy and forces for various configurations of KNbOa in determining its ground state  structure 
using ( 8  8  8 ) k-point mesb. The to tal energy is shifted by a constant. All coordinates are in units of lattice 
constant.
A * A  Nb A  o E Fk F m F .(P i) Fy(Oi)
( 1 1 1 ) (1 1 1 ) or Ft (Ox)
a ( l  1  1 ) a( 1 1  1 ) a ( l  1  1 ) (m Ry) (m R y/a .u .) (m R y/a .u .) (m R y 1 a.u.) (m R y/a .u .)
0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 -6.087 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0.025 0 . 0 0 0 -6.537 8.56 -4.69 -4.13 0.04
0.015 0.025 - 0 . 0 0 1 -8 .076 0.39 -0 .17 -0 .38 -0 .0 3
COoo
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where 8k i  $i and <5// are three independent param eters. Table 5.5 summarizes and 
compares the  information of ground state structures from calculations and experi­
ment. Previous LDA calculations with LMTO m ethod as well as rigid oxygen cage 
approxim ation [206] are also included.
Table 5.5: Ground sta te  structures determined by calculations and experim ent for 
K N b03.
fc-point mesh 8k Si 8n Eg — E c(m R y)
(4 4 4) 0.008 0.023 0 . 0 2 1 -0.63
( 6  6  6 ) 0.009 0.026 0.025 - 1 . 8 6
( 8  8  8 ) 0 . 0 1 0 0.026 0.025 -1.99
LMTOA ~  0.018B ~  0.018s ~  0.018B ~  - 1 .0 B
~  0.026° ~  0.027° ~  0.027° ~  -3.0°
E xpt.D 0.0130 ±  81 0.0333 ±  15 0.0301 ±  9
A Ref. [206].
B Calculations at lattice constant a=3.93 Ain Ref. [206]
°  Calculations a t lattice constant a=4.00 A, the extrapolated experimental value for 
T  =  0 K, see Ref. [206].
D Measurements are done at T =  230 K on the rhombohedral phase, see Ref. [214]. 
Remarks are given to  features in these four tables:
i) Cubic sym m etry phase of KNbOa is unstable against the zone-center distor­
tions since its energy is higher than  tha t of some rhombohedral structure configura­
tions. This point is clearly dem onstrated in the calculations w ith all three set fc-point 
meshes and agree with experiment.
ii) The ground state  structures are obtained by minimizing the forces on all
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atoms. The largest residual force component is smaller than  ~  0.4 m R y/a .u ., i.e. 0.01 
eV /A , which is regarded as essentially zero. W ithin the accuracy (~  0 . 0 1  m Ry) of 
to tal energy calculations, the ground state structures determ ined from forces also have 
lowest energy in all configurations. This displays th a t two m ethods are equivalent in 
pratice as they are in principle.
iii) Table.5.5 indicates a larger fc-point set is desirable to  study the ferroelectric 
properties such as well depth. The energy difference between the cubic ideal structure 
and the ground state, (E c — Eg), depends strongly on th e  size of k-point set. Use 
of ( 6  6  6 ) set increases \EC — Eg\ by 200% compared w ith (4 4 4) set. However, use 
of an ( 8  8  8 ) set changes the energy difference (E c — Eg) by ju st 7% compared with 
( 6  6  6 ) set, suggesting ( 6  6  6 ) set would be good enough in m any calculations. This 
point is im mediately confirmed by another comparison: th e  ground state  structures 
determ ined with ( 6  6  6 ) and ( 8  8  8 ) sets exhibit little difference. Both ( 6  6  6 ) and 
( 8  8  8 ) sets show th a t, as only Nb atom  moves in the unit cell along the  [1 1 1] 
direction, it experiences a pronounced double well potential, which favors ferroelectric 
transition. W hile (4 4 4) set gives a rather shallow and short-ranged double well 
potential such th a t the energy is already higher than  cubic phase by ~  1.1 m Ry when 
Nb is moved to (0.025 0.025 0.025)a.
iv) Relaxation energy plays a great role in the the  determ ination of well 
depth. For example w ith the  use of ( 8  8  8 ) fc-point set, moving Nb from origin to
(0.025 0.025 0.025)a while keeping other atoms fixed, the to ta l energy of the  system 
indeed decreases, bu t the energy gain is ju st 0.45 mRy; however, when K and oxygen 
atoms are relaxed, the energy gain becomes 1.99 mRy.
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v) Table.5.5 presents the rhombohedral structure of KNbOa determ ined by 
Hewat w ith neutron diffraction measurements on powdered crystal, using the  profile 
refinement technique to analyze the data. The distortion of the oxygen octahedron, 
i.e. the difference of values between Si and Su  in Table.5.5, is observed by experiment. 
Our calculations qualitatively reproduced this small distortion of oxygen octahedron 
with correct order of sequence but underestim ated the absolute values. The atom ic 
positions in rhom bohedral sym m etry structure determ ined by us agree well w ith ex­
perim ent if taking into account the uncertainties due to LDA approxim ations, sensi­
tive dependence of ferroelectric properties on volume, as well as experim ental error 
limit. Recently, Postnikov et al. [206] conducted LDA to ta l energy calculations on 
KNbOa to determ ine its ground state structure with linear muffin-tin orbital (LMTO) 
basis set. In order to reduce the com putational burden, they introduced rigid oxygen 
cage approxim ation to freeze one independent param eter in three, assuming Si =  Su. 
One distinct feature in their results is tha t K moves about the  same am ount as the 
oxygen cage, implying th a t K and 0  atoms move rigidly. However, in contrast to  their 
results, our calculations dem onstrate the displacement of K is much smaller than  th a t 
of 0 ,  which is supported by experimental measurements as shown in Table.5.5. So 
we suggest th a t the commonly cited [106,199,200] assumption th a t the ferroelectric 
transition in cubic perovskites essentially involves only the  displacement of Nb (or, 
generally, of B atom  in ABO3 structure) with respect to the  rigid la ttice of all other 
atoms might be oversimplified.
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5.4 Z* and for Both Cubic and Rhom bohedral 
Structures
Since they determ ine the strength of long-range Coulomb interactions in m ate­
rials, Born effective charges Z* axe basic quantities in the studies of la ttice dynamics. 
However, calculations from first principles of these charges in perovskite ferroelectrics 
became available only quite recently. [41,42,106,215,216] Here we present studies on 
the Z* and for both  cubic and rhombohedral structures. A ( 6  6  6 ) k-point set 
has been used to assure accuracy.
In cubic sym m etry structure, K and Nb have same site symmetry. Since three 
directions x, y  and z  are equivalent, Born effective charge tensors Z*{K)  and Z*(N b ) 
axe isotropic. However, for oxygen 0 ,  two directions are inequivalent: one is along 
N b-0 bond direction and another one is perpendicular to th is bond, which axe denoted 
as || and J. respectively. Therefore Z*(0) is diagonal but w ith two distinctive values 
Z*(0)|| and Z*(0)x- In the calculations for rhombohedral phase, we have used the 
theoretically determ ined ground state structure shown in Table 5.3. Due to  the low 
sym m etry of the rhombohedral structure, the Born effective charge tensors no longer 
have a simple diagonal form. For both cubic and rhombohedral symmetry, the  three 
oxygen atom s are equivalent and their Born effective charge tensors can be related 
by symmetry. We list all calculated Z* as follows.
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For cubic sym m etry structure:
1.117 0 0  1
Z * (K ) = 0 1.117 0
V 0 0 1.117 ;
f 9.668 0 o N
Z*(Nb) 0 9.668 0
 ^ 0 0 9.668 t
/
-7.277 0 0
Z \ O x) = 0 -1 .738 0
V 0 0 -1 .738
/
-1.738 0 0
Z * {0 2) = 0 -7 .277 0
\ 0 0 -1 .738
/
-1.738 0 0
Z*{Os) = 0 -1 .738 0
\ 0 0 -7 .277
For rhombohedral sym m etry structure,
( 1.145 -0 .006  -0 .006  ^
Z * { K ) =  -0 .006  1.145 -0 .006
 ^ -0 .006 -0 .006  1.145 ;
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Z*(Nb) =
z * ( 0 2) =
8.162 -0.345 -0 .345
-0.345 8.165 -0 .345
-0.345 -0 .345 8.165
-6.265 0.142 0.142
0.239 -1 .554 -0 .005
0.239 -0 .005 -1 .554
-1 .554 0.239 -0 .005
0.142 -6.265 0.142
-0.005 0.239 -1 .554
-1.554 -0.005 0.239
-0.005 -1 .554 0.239
0.142 0.142 -6 .265
z * ( 0 3) =
The eigenvalues of the Born effective charge tensors axe summarized in Ta­
ble 5.6, in which other calculations for cubic and tetragonal sym m etry structures are 
also included for comparison.
In the rhombohedral sym m etry structure, the degeneracy of eigenvalues of 
Born effective charge tensors has been lifted due to  its low symmetry. For K and Nb, 
three eigenvectors of the Born effective charge tensors are perpendicular to  each other, 
the [ 1  1  1 ] direction being an obvious principal axis with corresponding eigenvalues 
in KNbC> 3  of 1.13 and 7.47 respectively. The other two eigenvectors have degenerate 
eigenvalues and can be chosen as [ 1  - 1  0 ] and [ 1  0  - 1 ] with uncertainty of a free phase
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Table 5.6: Comparison of eigenvalues of Born effective charge tensors from linear 
response (LR) and Berry Phase (BP) calculations for KNbOa.
Cubic Cubic Cubic Tetragonal Rhomboh. Rhomboh.
Present Present PW -BP° LAPW -BP 6 Present Present
( 6  6  6 ) (4 4 4  ) (4 4 20) ( 6  6  6 ) (4 4 4)
K 1 . 1 2 1 . 1 2 1.14 0.82 1.16 1 . 1 0
1.16 1 . 1 0
1.13 1.17
Nb 9.67 9.31 9.23 9.13 8.51 8.92
8.51 8.92
7.47 8 . 0 0
0 : || -7.28 -6.84 -7.01 -6.58 -6.28 -6.36
Oi-L -1.74 -1.64
O
O
CD1 - 1 . 6 8 -1.54 -1.54
-1.55 -1.57
“Zhong et al. [215].
6Resta et al. [106].
factor. For oxygen atom  Oi, the three eigenvectors of the Born effective charge ten­
sors are no longer perpendicular to each other since the tensor is not symmetric. It 
is easy to  identify th a t [ 0  1  - 1 ] direction remains an eigenvector whose eigenvalue is 
-1.55. B ut the other two eigenvectors cannot be determined by geometry, instead they 
depend on the details of interactions in the m aterial. Nevertheless, for convenience in 
the explanation, we still use Z*(0)|| and Z * (0 )i to denote the  eigenvalues although 
the corresponding eigenvectors are already slightly deviated from their original direc­
tions in cubic sym m etry structure due to small atomic displacements involved in the 
transitions.
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All calculations show surprisingly large Born effective charges Z*(Nb) and 
Z*(0)||. These values are by far larger than  their corresponding nominal ionic charges 
+5 and —2, revealing tha t a large dynamic contribution is superimposed to  the  static 
charges and a large am ount of dynamic charge transfer occurs along the N b-0  bond 
as th e  length of the bond is varied. Actually, the  anomalously large Born effective 
charges are a  common feature in at least the perovskite ferroelectrics ABO 3 , stem ­
ming from the  covalent nature of the strong B -0  bond (bond of Nb Ad and 0  2p  in 
KNbOa). These unusually large Born effective charges give rise to  strong long-range 
ionic interactions, which favor the ferroelectric instability and m ake it sensitive to  the  
size and formulation of domains as well as electric boundary conditions. The large 
Born effective charges lead to  large LO-TO splitting in perovskites in the sense the 
soft TO m ode is closely related to the hardest LO modes [215].
Table 5.6 indicates th a t Born effective charges, especially Z*(Nb) and Z*(0)||, 
are quite sensitive to the  structural details. The atomic displacements involved in the 
transform ation from cubic to rhombohedral structures are rather small, typically a 
couple of percent of lattice constant. However, the values of Z*(Nb) and Z*(0)|| change 
up to  2 0 %; if subtracting the static charges associated with ions, the percentage 
change of the  pure dynamic charge part can be as large as 50 %. This can be 
understood if we remember the anomalously large Born effective charges of Z*(Nb) 
and Z*(0)|| result m ainly from the large orbital hybridizations of Nb Ad and 0  2p, 
which has been elegantly dem onstrated by Posternak, Resta, and Baldereschi [217]. 
It is reasonable to expect th a t these charges depend sensitively on the environm ental 
conditions such as N b-0 bond length and site sym m etry of atom s in crystal th a t
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subject to  change in phase transitions. Recently Ghosez et al. [216] reported their 
calculations of Born effective tensors for four phases of BaTiOa and observed th a t 
the effective charges show little  sensitivity to  the isotropic volume changes but rather 
strong dependence on the atomic positions.
We have checked the convergence of Born effective charges to  the size of k- 
point set for Brillouin zone integration. A (6 6 6) set reduces the  violation of the 
acoustic sum rule to  be smaller than  tha t of (4 4 4) set by an order of magnitude. 
Specifically, with the use of (6 6 6) fc-point set, we have
' -0 .032 0 0 ^
V
for cubic sym m etry structure and
/
£zr =
0.0
0 -0.032 0
0 0 -0 .032
0.066 0.025 0.025
0.025 -0.066 0.025
0.025 0.025 -0.066
for rhombohedral sym m etry structure. This level of satisfaction to  the acoustic sum 
rule is comparable to simple semiconductors.
We observe about 5% difference of the calculated Born effective charges for 
both cubic and rhombohedral structures when we chose (6 6 6) instead of (4 4 4) 
fc-point sets. We also used (4 4 4) &-point set to  check the  convergence of Born 
effective charges of cubic sym m etry structure to the kinetic energy cutoff, i.e. the 
num ber of LAPW  basis functions. The results w ith the kinetic energy cutoff 22.5 
Ry differ from those with 18.0 Ry less than 0.5%. So when we calculated the Born
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effective charges for cubic structure, we used the kinetic energy cutoff 22.5 Ry; when 
we calculated for rhombohedral structure, the kinetic energy cutoff 18.0 Ry was used 
to save com putational burden because many more Appoints appeared in the irreducible 
Brillouin zone wedge.
Table 5.6 also presents the  Born effective charges calculated for tetragonal and 
cubic sym m etry structures by other groups using Berry phase techniques [106,215]. 
Besides K, which is very ionic and plays a m inor role in ferroelectric transition, all 
other Born effective charges they obtained axe relatively smaller than  our results w ith 
(6 6 6) Ai-point set. Their calculations appear to  be closer to  our smaller A:-point set 
(4 4 4) mesh. In Berry phase calculations, the Born effective charges are extracted 
from the  finite polarization differences between perfect and distorted structures. In 
principle, finite difference polarization calculations for two structures give the same 
results as the linear response m ethod in the sense tha t the nonlinearity of polarization 
is suppressed to vanishing when distortions approach zero. Zhong et al. [215] used a 
(4 4 20) Appoint mesh and distortions with am plitudes of typically 0.2% of the lattice 
constants in their calculations. They also investigated the  Born effective charges 
of tetragonal phase of KNbOa but found only 2% of change compared with cubic 
case. Resta et al. [106] however directly used the  experim ental tetragonal structure 
as distortions compared to cubic phase. Our calculations indicate the  Born effective 
charges vary considerably when the atomic positions change only about 2% of lattice 
constant, suggesting rather small distortions should be used to ensure the accuracy 
of Born effective charges in Berry phase calculations.
The calculated dielectric tensors also display dependence on atom ic positions.
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For the cubic sym m etry case,
6q o  —
For rhom bohedral structure,
£ 0 0  “ “
6.63 0 0
0 6.63 0
V 0 0 6.63 /
5.79 -0 .15 -0 .15
-0 .15 5.79 -0 .15
-0 .15 -0 .15 5.79
with eigenvalues 5.64, 5.64, and 5.49. The extracted experim ental value is 4.69 [215].
5.5 Phonon M odes at f-poin t of Cubic Structure
Table 5.7 gives the phonon spectrum  at T point for cubic structure KNb(>3 . 
Note the eigenvectors of dynamical m atrix are the mass weighed displacements, i.e. 
uj = y/frij Vj , where Uj are the components of eigenvectors and Vj are the actual 
atomic displacements, and m j are the atomic mass related to  the  components.
The TO mode frequencies are calculated with use of (6 6 6) fc-point set. In 
the construction of dynamical m atrix  for LO modes, we used our calculated results 
of Born effective charges for cubic phase and the corresponding experim ental di­
electric constant. The frozen phonon calculations of Singh and Boyer with LAPW  
m ethod [204], Zhong, King-Smith, and Vanderbilt with plane wave coupled w ith ul- 
trasoft pseudopotentials [215], and Postnikov et al. w ith  LMTO m ethod [207] axe 
also included in Table 5.7 as well as experim ental data. All these calculations find
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Table 5.7: Comparison of calculated T-point phonon frequencies (cm-1) in cubic 
KNbOa with experiment.
Present LAPW 0 PW 6 LMTOc Experiment**
TO modes:
197* 115* 143* 203* soft
170 168 00 00 193 198
473 483 506 483 521
243 266 234 280*
LO modes:
167 183 190
403 407 418
888 899 826
“Singh et al. [204].
6Zhong et al. [215].
“Postnikov et al. [207]. 
dFontana et al. [198].
e Measured in the tetragonal phase, T  =  585 K.
unstable TO modes a t T with similar imaginary frequencies corresponding to  the 
observed soft mode.
The transverse phonon modes are listed in Table 5.8.
We find th a t the eigenvectors are rather insensitive to the Ai-point set choice. 
The phonon patterns obtained with (6 6 6) Appoint set show little  difference from 
those w ith (4 4 4) set. The phonon frequencies of TO  modes experience little  change 
either except for the low lying soft modes which become more unstable by about 50* 
when (6 6 6) set is used, consistent with the observation th a t the double well is deeper 
with use of (6 6 6) fc-point set than  use of (4 4 4) set in th e  ground state  structure
I l l
Table 5.8: Eigenvectors of calculated TO(r) phonon modes in cubic KNbOa.
Modes freq.(cm *) K Nb Or 0 2 0 3
TO i 197* 0 . 0 1 -0.59 0.55 0.42 0.42
T 0 2 170 0 . 8 8 -0.37
OOO1 -0.15 -0.18
t o 3 473 0 . 0 2 -0.08 0.46 0.46 -0.76
T O a 243 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 1 - 1
calculations. Here are the  basic features of the eigenvectors: for soft modes T O i, Nb 
vibrates against three oxygen atoms with K essentially unmoved; for TO 2  modes, K 
vibrates against all of the other atoms; for TO 3  modes, one 0  atom  vibrates against 
the other two 0  atoms, accompanied by rather small am plitude oscillations of Nb with 
the former and K with the la tte r ones; for TO 4  modes, K and Nb are exactly a t rest, 
the oscillations involve only three 0  atoms. For instance, viewed along x  direction sis 
shown in Table 5.8, O 2  and O 3  in TO 4  mode move with the  same am plitudes but in 
opposite directions while Oi has no displacement component along x  direction. The 
eigenvectors we obtained also agree very well w ith previous LAPW  calculations by 
Singh and Boyer [204], bu t differ much from those reported by Postnikov et al. [207] 
w ith LMTO method. One of the sharp differences is tha t we predict the  K is almost 
unmoved in soft mode vibrations. On the contrary, Postnikov et al. [207] predict it 
to move with the same order of m agnitude as Nb. It is worth mentioning th a t in 
as early as 1981, Fontana et al. carried out la ttice dynamical calculations w ith an 
empirical shell model; their phonon eigenvectors have the  same feature as th a t we 
obtained here, for example, K is essentially still in the soft modes. [198,218]
The reason why LDA calculations w ith LAPW  and LMTO schemes result in
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such discrepancy needs to be investigated further.
5.6 Phonon M odes at T-point o f Rhom bohedral 
Structure
Table 5.9 and 5.10 present calculated phonon frequencies for the zone center 
optical modes with (4 4 4) jfc-point set. The most notable feature is th a t, as expected, 
there are no unstable modes in the rhombohedral phase. In fact none of the modes 
is especially soft either. This confirms the previous assumption of C3 ,, sym m etry 
in determining the theoretical ground structure by minimizing the  forces and to tal 
energy in the  sense th a t we would have found unstable modes if the  ground structure 
had lower sym m etry than  C3 V. We used the calculated dielectric tensor but rescaled 
by the experimental data  (4.69) in obtaining the frequencies of LO modes.
The agreement with experim ental phonon frequencies is quite good. In the 
rhombohedral phase, the frequency of the longitudinal optic modes depends on the 
direction along which they are measured, and we are uncertain about assigning di­
rections to some of the measured longitudinal frequencies. For comparison, however, 
we display calculated longitudinal frequencies for wavevector for q  along two direc­
tions. The highest frequencies of LO mode vary as much as about 30 cm - 1  when the 
measuring direction changes. We would expect th a t the phonon spectrum  a t T point 
shift somewhat if a ( 6  6  6 ) fc-point set were used and the largest change of frequencies 
would be associated with TO i modes which axe most closely related to  the soft modes 
in cubic structure. B ut the basic feature th a t every mode is stable will not be affected
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Table 5.9: Rhombohedral KNbOa zone center phonon frequencies (cm -1) for optical 
modes. T 0 ,( i= l ,4 )  labels are from experiment as shown.
Symmetry of 
Calculated Modes0
Present Experim ent6’0 Experim ental 
Sym m etry Label6
E 178 220 TO i
Ax 195 265
E 171 198 t o 2
Ax 175 198
E 262 301 T 0 4
A 2 251 301
E 501 536 O CO
Ax 540 602
a Ref. [219].
6 Ref. [198]. 
c Ref. [220].
at all.
The eigenvectors of TO modes at T point are summarized in Table 5.11. Since 
the crystal symmetry is low, the phonon modes have a more complex form than  those 
in cubic structure. The eigenmodes of the 178 cm -1 E and the  195 cm -1 Ax phonons 
in Table 5.11 correspond most closely to the unstable modes in the  cubic structure.
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Table 5.10: Rhombohedral KNb 0 3  zone center longitudinal optical phonon
frequencies(cm-1). L O j(i= l,4) labels are from experiment as shown.
Present 
<1 1 1>
Present 
<1 -1 0>
Experim ent6*0 Experim ental 
Symmetry Label6
175 171 198 l o 2
262 262 301 l o 4
409 402 423 LO i
819 847 837 l o 3
6 Ref. [198]. 
c Ref. [220].
Table 5.11: Eigenvectors of calculated transverse phonon modes at T-point in rhombohedral structure of KNb0 3 .
Modes (cm x) K Nb Ox o 2 o 3
E 178 (0.07,-0.07,0.00) (-0.45,0.43,0.01) (0.29,-0.34,-0.03) (0.35,-0.28,0.01) (0.33,-0.32-0.01)
(-0.04-0.04,0.08) (0.24,0.27,-0.51) (-0.16,-0.18,0.38) (-0.17,-0.17,0.38) (-0.20,-0.22,0.33)
Ax 195 (0.02,0.02,0.02) (0.32,0.32,0.32) (-0.22,-0.30,-0.30) (-0.30,-0.22,-0.30) (-0.30,-0.30,-0.22)
E 171 (-0.35,-0.37,0.72) (0.12,0.13,-0.25) (0.08,0.10,-0.18) (0.10,0.08,-0.18) (0.08,0.08,-0.15)
(-0.63,-0.62,0.01) (0.22,-0.22,-0.00) (0.13,-0.15,0.01) (0.15,-0.13,-0.01) (0.16,-0.16,0.00)
Ax 175 (-0.51,-0.51,-0.51) (0.23,0.23,0.23) (0.07,0.08,0.08) (0.08,0.07,0.08) (0.08,0.08,0.07)
E 262 (0.01,0.01,-0.01) (-0.01,-0.01,0.02) (0.01,0.47,-0.05) (0.52,0.02,0.05) (-0.52,-0.47,-0.02)
(0.01,-0.01,0.00) (-0.02,0.02,0.00) (0.03,0.33,0.57) (-0.24,-0.02,-0.57) (0.24,-0.33,0.00)
A2 251 (0.00,0.00,0.00) ( 0.00,0.00,0.00) (0.00,-0.41,0.41) (0.41,0.00,-0.41) (-0.41,0.41,0.00)
E 501 (-0.01,0.01,0.00) (-0.02,0.02,0.00) (0.63,0.24,0.02) (-0.27,-0.56,0.05) (-0.29,0.26,-0.07)
(0.01,0.01,-0.01) (0.01,0.01,-0.02) (-0.28,0.20,-0.31) (0.14,-0.41,-0.30) (0.11,0.17,0.69)
Ax 540 (0.01,0.01,0.01) (0.03,0.03,0.03) (-0.50,0.20,0.20) (0.20,-0.50,0.20) (0.20,0.20,-0.50)
5.7 Summary
We have determ ined the ground state structure of KNb 0 3  by minimizing the 
forces acting on the relaxed atoms. The calculated ground state  structure has rhombo- 
hedral sym m etry and the numerical values of atomic positions are in good agreement 
with experiment. We calculated the Born effective charge tensors for both  cubic and 
rhombohedral structures, obtaining unusually large Born effective charges Z*(Nb) and 
Z |j(0) th a t originate from the strong covalent interactions between orbitals of Nb Ad 
and 0  2p. The Born effective charges also exhibit great sensitivity to the structural 
details in the sense th a t the charges such as Z*(Nb) and Z|j(0) change up to 20 % 
when the atom ic displacements involved in the rhombohedral structure are only a 
couple of percent of the lattice constant. This can be understood by considering tha t 
the atom ic displacements in the rhombohedral structure change both the length of 
N b-0 bond and the local environments which are crucial to the anomalously large 
dynamical charges of Nb and 0  in KNbC>3 . The dielectric tensors for cubic and rhom­
bohedral structures are also calculated, revealing up to 20% reduction of eigenvalues 
of the tensors from cubic to rhombohedral structures. These studies indicate tha t 
the polarizability of the perovskites has a strong dependence on the small atomic 
displacements which are accompanied by the changes of site sym m etry in th e  phase 
transitions.
Finally, we calculated the phonon modes at T point in both  cubic and rhombo­
hedral structures. The phonon frequencies agree well with experiment. Eigenvectors 
of the  phonon modes in cubic structure agree with previous LDA calculations by 
Singh and Boyer [204] and shell model calculations by Fontana et al. [218], bu t differ
much from the  results reported by Postnikov et al. [207]. All phonon frequencies 
calculated for rhom bohedral structure are stable as expected. The eigenvectors of 
transverse optic phonons at T point are also given. Since the crystal sym m etry is 
low, the  LO frequencies show strong dependence on the direction of wavevector q. 
Because KNbOs is a prototype member in the family of perovskite ferroelectrics, it 
can be expected th a t m any of the  features found in KNbC> 3 apply to  other materials 
such as B iT i0 3  etc.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
First principles local density approximation (LDA) calculations using the lin­
ear response m ethod are much more efficient than  the traditional supercell or di­
electric m atrix  techniques for determining phonon spectra and dielectric constants. 
In this thesis, we have calculated lattice dynamical properties of m aterials with this 
powerful approach using the linearized augmented plane wave (LAPW ) basis, which 
facilitates such calculations for systems containing transition m etal and other atoms 
with localized orbitals. We have accurately obtained the complete phonon dispersions 
in the  Brillouin zone, force constants in real space, dielectric constants, Born effec­
tive charges, and elastic constants. Extensive calculations were carried out for the 
im portant semiconductors CuCl, SiC and the typical ferroelectric KNb(>3 , greatly ad­
vancing our understanding, at the microscopic level, of th e  physics underlying many 
of their unusual properties. The theoretical results were compared w ith available 
experim ental data, and predictions were given for those experim entally unavailable. 
The success of these calculations leads us to speculate optim istically th a t they will
118
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be extended to  complex systems in m aterial science in the  near fu ture with dram atic 
progress in com putational capacity and methods.
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